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This report presents results of an experimental wind tunnel investigation of
 
the Convair BBB Space Shuttle Booster and configuration perturbations. The
 
model configuration perturbations consist of different body lengths,- a straight
 
wing in each of three longitudinal locations, a delta wing in one longitudinal
 
location with and without cruise engine simulation. A Vee:tail and two hori­
zontal-vertical tail arrangement were investigated in conjunction with the
 
straight'ing. The plotted axial force data presented has not been corrected
 
for balance cavity pressure. The magnitude of this correction was negligible
 
and the apparent magnitude of the balance cavity correction was considerably
 
less than the accuracy of the measurement. The coefficients dependent on the
 
axial force coefficient incorporate this uncorrected value.
 
Stability and control effectiveness data, the effects of the various model
 




This test was conducted in the General Dynamics Hypersonic Wind Tunnel. The
 
nominal tunnel free stream conditions during this test was Mach number of 8.05,
 
Reynolds number of 1.9 x 106 per foot, and a dynamic pressure of 2 psi. The
 















8.0 1.9 x 100 per foot 2.00 900 
_A , ,,, ,_ 
BALACEiILIED- Convair C-21.1-.55-A 
CAPACITY: 
N * 110 lbs -
sy 25 lbs 
AP 25 lbs 
PH iO in-lbs 
YM ;ZDJn-lh& 

















110 lbs, max. R4 





Aerodynamic forces and moments were measured with a six component, 
internal strain gauge balance; designated the C-I.I-.55-A balance. Base 
pressures and balance cavity pressures also have been measured. The 
magnitude of balance cavity adjustment to the axial force data was smaller 
than the accuracy of the measurement of the balance cavity pressures. 
Accordingly. the plotted data does not include balance cavity or base 
pressure adjustments.
 
Model dimensional data used to' form the coefficients are: 
Sref = B body planform area = 2.674 in2 
t ref = B1 body length = 10.038 in 
b = B body width= 1.4O70 in1 
M.R.C.S)" = Moment reference center: 
For straight wing configurations and associated components, 
the moment reference center was located at model station 
5.746 in. For the delta wing configuration and associated 
components the model station was 6.694 in. The reference 
center was located at model water line 4.200 in.for both 
the delta wing and straight wing configurations and their 
associated components.
 
Examination of data and Schlieren photographs at high angle of attack
 
indicated that some of the measurements were probably effected by stream 
boundary effects. These stream inter-action effects are characterized by .a 
discotinuity in the normal force - angle of attack data. A concomitant 
increase in longitudinal stability and flattening of the axial force-angle of 
attack curve as well as a disc6ntinuity in the lateral coefficients was 
observed. Candidly) these erroneous data have been presented but should not 
be considered representative of vehicle characteristics.
 
(1) See Figure i. 







are related to the individual panel settings by the following equations, where 
L and-R, refer to -left--aad right panels; 
+e= 1/2( 8Le -SRe)
 
= 1/2( 5 .r + 8Rr)­
)S= 12( L.r - 5r 
8a= 1/2( 8Le - SRe) 
1/2( 8Iar 8RA 
The variation or slope of any coefficient with respect to effective aileron
 
angle is numeaicaly equal to the variation with respect to effective rudder 








B, B8B basic body with nose at F.S. sta. - 13.00 ft. 
B BOB body with 20 ft center body removed (delta wing
fuselage) and nose from B1 located at F.S. sta. - 7 ft. 
B 
15 
Body with short blunt nose and 5 ft horizontal aft shelf 
extension. Nose located at F.S. sta. 0. 
B14 BSB basic body with 5 ft horizontal aft shelf extension. 
Wing 
W15 
 Conventional straight wing mid longitudinal position,
1 	 trailing edge at model station 6.351 in with a leading 
edge sweep angle of 15.834. 
W2 Same as W15 but wing in a position forward 4.74% of reference
2- ~length.1 






1Positive cambered V-tatl with rollout angles of X degrees. 
1 90 Zero camber horizontal tail. 
V3 Vertical fin and rudder. 
COMBINATIOIM MPOM-n 
B1 
B WT9 0V131 3 
5 




















MODEL COMPONENT:" BODY - B,
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic body for "straight wing" with spacer and
 
standard boattail with intermediate nose at model station -0.546 inches.
 
(-13 ft ful scale') 
DRAWING NUMBER: WT 70-105204 
(0.0035)
DIMENSIONS: 
 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length 
 209 i 10.018 in 
Max. Width 35"f 1.47 in 











Base (includes balance chamber) 951.8 ft2 1.679'in 2
 
Balance Chamber 2 "
0.690 in






*sta. 136.81 ft 5.746 in 
W.L. 100.00 4.200 in 
7 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic fuselage for delta wing configuration. Same 
as B1 fuselage with spacer section removed. Model nose is at station 0.294 in 
(7 ft full scale) 
DRAWING NUMBER: WT 70-105204 
(0.0035) 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length 219 ft 9.198 in 






Planform 6576 ft 2 11.600 in2 
Wetted 
_ 
ft 2 1.679 in 2 Base (includes balance chamber) '951.8 
.. 0.690 in2Balance Chamber 
Geometric Balance Center 
Sta.' 5996 in 
W.L. 4.200 in 
Moment Reference Center 
Sta. 159.38 ft 6.694 in 




MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B14 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Same as B1 wilt 0.210 in.- afi :shelf t.,ftfull scale). 
DRAWING NUMBER: WT 70-105204 
(.0035) 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE. MODEL SCALE 
Length 244 ft 10.248 
Max. Width 35 ft 1.47 in 





Planfom 7360 ft2- 1 2 
Wetted 
Base (Includes balance cnamber) 951.8 ft2 1.679 in2 
Balance Cnamber .0.690 in 2 
Geometric Balance Center 
Sta. 5.996 in 
W.L. 4.200 in 
Moment Reference Center 
Sta. 136.89 ft t , 5.746 in 
W.L. 100.00 ft 4.200 in 
9
 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B15
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:. Same as B., however has short nose located at station
 
0 and with 0.210 in aft shelf (5 ft full scale).
 




Length 231 ft 9.702 in 
Max. Width 35 ft 1.47 in 

























MODEL COMPONENT: Wing, w2 , iW15 W3 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: located in one of three positions (tzin ling 





































*O.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 
- Tip, (equivalent)W_ - "-2.14 
Wf APAx to - .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 


















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
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MODEL COMPONENT: Dlelta Wing, W5 













.Diehedral Angle, degrees' 

Incidence Angle, degrees 













0.25 Element LineChaords:Root 





Wing Apex to .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC 














































































2. 0 =1n 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 




MODEL COMPONENT: Cambered Vee Tail, T1

Equipped
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Vee *Tail,,tested at various rollout angles, ov" 

,with rudders or ruddervators. Incorporates positive camber. = 35, 45, 55 
or 90 degrees.
 
















































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 




NACA 1416 MODRoot 
Tip NACA 4414 Piz 
EXPOSED DATA PE STE 
Area 1168 ft2 2.06 in2 
Span, (equivalent) 42.29 ft 1.776 in 
Aspect Ratio 1.531 1.531 
Taper Ratio .To - .560 
Chords 
35.40 ft 1.487 in
Root 
,5_ .32_T_ inTip 
MAC t L.LuO 1n 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 





MODEL COMPONENT: Horizontal Tail TK
 
G fRAL DESCRIPTION: Same plan form as horizontal tail - Cut down from 
Ta bymmetrical Vee Tail. 
DRAWING NUMBER: T 70-o052o4 
(o.0o35) 







Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees
*Aerodynamic Twist., degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle 
*Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge . 
Trailing Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) '-
Tip, (equivalent) 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
-W.P. of .25 MAC 









Area 818 ft2 1.442 in
2 
Span, (equivalent) 26.83 ft 1.127 in 
Aspect Ratio 
Taper Ratio .723 -723 
Chords 
RootTip 35.41 ft25.52 ft 1.487 in1.072 in 
MAC 3U777-1 1.291 in 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 14 
_ 
MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tail V­3 
Same plan form as V1 but does not have rudder component.GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 

which was same hardware as T, (sym. V tail) no longer exists V1 or T3 cut
3
90 ' 
down to make T6
 
DRAWING NUMBER': .WT 70-105204
 










































MAC, inches " ....
 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC .. ...
 




Root NACA oo16 
TIp . NACA o014 .... 
EXPOSED DATA PER SIDE 
Area 168t 2 2.06 12 














-. l in 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC i 
W.P. of .25 MAC 15 
MODEL COMPONENT: Ruddervator 
X 









Ilib'd equivalent chord 






At Inb'd equiv. chord 

At Outb'd equiv. chord 









Area Moment (Normal to hinge line).
 




FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
408 ft2 0.720 in2 
42.29 ft 1.776 in 
12.38 ft 0.520 in 





Lft, 5Lr Right, 6 Rr 













from that for T3 Vee-tail-symmetrical section
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Cut down 




Area 286.3 ft .5043 in2 
Span (equivalent) 26.83 ft 1.127 in 
Inb'd equivalent ch6td 12.38 ft 0.520 in 
Outb'd equivalent chord 8.93 ft 0.375 in 
Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal 
tail chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord -35 .35 
At Outb'd equiv. chord .35 .35 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 12.0 32.0 
HIngeline 37.5 37.5 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 
8ee o, -20, -40 
i­
MODEL COMPONENT: Elevon for Delta wing 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
 




DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
2 2___Area, 
_793.2 ft 1.398 i 2
 
Span (equivalent) 53.24 ft 2.236 in
 
Inb'd equivalent chord 18.76 ft .783 in
 






At Inb'd equiv. chord .212 .212
 
At Outb'd equiv. chord .61o .61o
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 8 8
 
-*tailing. Edge 0 0 
Hingeline "
 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 
Control Deflection, Left (6Le) .5,0, 5, -5,-10, -20 
and right (6Re) 
-40, and -60. 
18 
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TEST FACILITY
 
The General Dynamics Hypersonic WindTunnel, which complements low-speed and
 
high-speed tunnels to satisfy a wide range of testing requirements, has an
 
axisymmetric open throat nozzle providing flow at Mach number 8, 10, and 12.
 
The nozzle is 18 inches in diameter at the entrance to the test region. The
 
tunnel airflow, obtained directly from the High-Speed Wind Tunnel compressor
 
at 550 psia, is raised to a range of 9000 to 1,100°F by a gas-fired heater.
 
The heated air to the tunnel passes through a two-way valve that serves as a
 
settling chamber and has both a bypass port and a tunnel port. The bypass port
 
allows the heated air to flow through the piping and settling chamber for pre­
heat prior to each run.
 
A two-stage ejector system is located downstream of the test section; air sup­
plied by storage tanks at the adjacent High-Speed Wind Tunnel allows a run time
 
of approximately three minutes.
 
The tunnel throat is housed in the test chamber which is a steel box approxi­
mately 8 feet high, 4 feet wide, and 6 feet long. Twelve-by-sixteen-inch
 
windows permit viewing and Schlieren photography.
 
A model support is provided to both inject the model into the flow after the
 
tunnel starts and to pitch the model during the run. The support has a pitch
 






The data obtained at the Hypersonic Wind Tunnel is either fed directly into
 
the High-Speed Tunnel IBM 1800 on an as available basis, or is stored on paper
 






SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
2 2 
Ab base area; m , ft2 , in 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
AR ASPECT aspect ratio, b2/S 
b REFB wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
c wing chord; m, ft, in. 
o wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, in (see iref or refl) 
c.g. center of gravity 
C.P. center of pressure 
CA CA axial force coefficient, FA/qSref 
0 Ab CAB base axial force coefficient, 
( Ab/Sref) 
[ (P -Pb) /q 1 
CAf- CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA -" CA 
C CDTOTL drag force coefficient in the wind axis 



























drag force coefficient, in the stability axis 
system, F/q ref 
lift force coefficient (stability or wind axis) 
FL/q Sref
 
rolling moment coefficient in body axis 
system, Mx/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, M s/q Sref b 
rolling moment coeffiCientin the wind axis 
system, Mx,Jq Sref b 
pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, M q S I 
pitching moment coefficient in the stability
axis system, C = C 
m~s m 
pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, My, /q Sref iref
 
normal force coefficient inthe body axis 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 




C CLN yawing moment coefficient in the stability
 
n,s axis system, C = C
 
C CLN yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis
 
system, M /q Sref b-

Cp CP pressure coefficient, (p-p,) /q
 
C CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis
 
Y system.);, F//q Srf
r
 
C CC side force coefficient (wind axis system),
 
c 
 F/y re ,f
 
FA axial force; N, lb 
FD. ,-drag force in wind axis system; N, .lb 
F' drag force in the stability axis system; N, lbD 
F' lift force (stability or wind axis system) N, lbL
 










L/D 	 L/D 
L/D 	 CL/CD' 














side force; N, lb 
normal to axial force ratio 
reference length; 	m, ft, in (see c) 




. lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD (wind axis system) 
Mach number
 
abbreviation for moment reference point
 























SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
M 	 rolling moment in the wind axis system; 
x~w 	 N-m, ft-lb 
M 	 pitching moment in the body (or stability) 
Y 
 axis system; N-rm, ft-lb
 
M pitching moment in the wind axis system;
 
y w N-m, ft-lb
 




M yawing moment in the wind axis system;
 
z,w N-m, ft-lb 
p static pressure; N/m 2 ; psi
 
P total pressure; N/m 2 ; psi
 
q Q(i P) dynamic pressure; N/m 2 , psi, psf
 
Q(PSF) 
RN/L RN/L Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
2
S 	 wing area; m , ft2 
reference area; m 2 , ft2 Sre± 	 REFS 
T 	 temperature; °K, °C, °R, °F
 









SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 




Vvelocity of vehicle relative to surrounding
 
atmosphere; rn/sec, ft/sec­
a ALPHA 	 angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
BETA 	 sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
ratio of specific heats 
r 	 DIHDRL wing dihedral angle; deg 
control surface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are: 
AILAON aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
ELVATR elevator - trailing edge down 
RUDDER rudder - trailing edge to the left 
FLAP flap" - trailing edge down 
TAB tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 





SYMBOL -SYMBOL DEFINITION 
G 	 pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-ayis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
* 	 PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z--axis; deg 
4' PSI 	 yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 




























elevator or elevon 
flap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 





CHANGES TO NOMENCLATURE 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL 
FD drag force in the stability axis system; 
N, lb 
MRC MRP abbreviation for moment reference point 
MX rolling moment in the body axis system, 
in-lb 
MxJs rolling moment in the stability axis system; 
in-lb 
My pitchingmoment in the body (or stability) 
axis system, in-lb 
Mz yawing moment in the body axis system; in-lb 
X wing area, in2 
Sref REFS 
reference area, in 
2 
control surface deflection angle; deg 
(see data reduction section for greater 
detail) 
positive deflections are: 
6a AILRON aileron - left aileron trailing 
edge down 
6e ELEVTR elevator - trailing edge down 
5r RUbDER rudder - trailing edge 
to the left 
5Le, 6Re ELEVON elevon - trailing edge down 





1. Robinson, Harold Lester, "Pre=Test Report for a 0.0035 Scale Space 
Shuttle Booster Model in the Convair Hypersoni6 Wind Tunnel at 8.05
 
Mach". GD-Convair Aerodynamics Technical Note TN-70-AE-13, July 1970. 







• / .. .... ., WL. 4.200 
NOTE: Model scale 








Ref. Length (L)= 10.038" 239'F.8.) in feet. 
(Both Configurations) 
STA.-.5 BMC STA. 5.99E STA.9.492"(STA 2261F.S.) 





Reference Area (a) 12,1679 sq. in.--
Moment Transfer Diagram and Reference 
Lengths. 





Flcre 2. I 
 ometric Views of Complete Configurations Tested. 
45
 
Figure 3. 	 Photograph of the Straight Wing, 
Vee-Tail Model, BlWITl-55 
(Model tested did not incorporate 
wing and tail fairings) 
Figure 4. Photograph of the Straight Wing, 
Conventional Tail Model, BIW3T6-9OV3
 
318I11G0Cd38i 	 ION 
046
 
Figure 5. Photograph of Delta Wing Model 
with Simulated Cruise Engines, 
B7W5V3EI. 
Figure 6. Photograph of the Straight Winged
 
B8B Booster Model in the Tunnel 
Test Section, BlWlT6-90v3 
NoLes: 
1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 









c.wYn, Cs w 
Figure 7. 	 Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and 
















- - EPFNDJ) NT r NIFl-pnuN~rT PS r T PG 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING/ Et'&ING
 




 ALPHA 2 2 
CN ALFHA 3 3 
.- CL ALPHA '4
 













___-DEPrNDrNT nFp~knFNT PLflT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE 
 63LGINNING / ENDING
 





DATA REPEATABILITY DELTA *ING CONFIGURATIONS
 







DEPFNOENT TNDEPFW13NT PfnT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
-lCA ALPHA 
 a 8 
CAB ALPHA 9 9 
CN ALPHA 10 10 
CL ALPHA 11 it 





DATA REPEATABILITY DELTA ING CONFIGURATIONS 
DEPENDENT VARIARLE Vs INUEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS (FMALFA) 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
kC9C129 RC9020 
FPFNFNlDNT I 2FprNf)FhT PLT PlAGE 









CN ALPHA IS is 
.....- CL ALPHA 16 16 
L/D ALPHA 17 17 
DAIA REPEATABILITY DELTA WING CONFIGURATIONS
 




.... 	 DEPFNOFNT TNDFPFNIFN T Pt (Tl Pa rl
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE dEGINNING / ENDING
 
CA ALPHA 18 1.8 
CAB ALPHA 19 19 
CN ALPHA 	 20 20
 
CL ALPHA 	 2-1 21 
L/O ALPHA 	 22 22
 
DATA REPLATABILITY DELTA 'iING CONFIGURATIONS
 







DEPrNDFNT DFPFNFU T Pi flYT p 
VARIABLE VAR-IABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN CLm 	 23 23
 




- .DATA PLO-T- INDEX - -
DATA REPEATABILITY DELTA WING CONFIGURATIONS
 








 Pt OT P.E 
VAR.IABLE VARIABLE. 3EGINNING / END-ING
 





DATA REPEATABILITYDELTA .'-ING CONFIGURATIONS
 







OEPFN FNT tiF PFN f)FNT Pi (T PAcE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / "tNUINb 






MODEL BUILD'UP S-8AIGHI 
AFT AING VEE TAIL
 





RC9U07 KC9036 RC9012 RC90-13
 
DEPFNDENT INOEPE4DFNT P1OT PA F
 
. VARIABLE VARIABLE bEGINNING / ENDINb
 
CA ALPHA 
 29 29CA8 ALPHA 30 3U 
CN ALPHA 31 
SII2 A- PHA " 
L./U ALPHA 33 33 
MODEL BUILDUP STRAI-GHT AFT WING VEE TAIL
 








OEPF NDNT FlFPgNd)FNT PInT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE 









.... RLOT. INDEX .... .. .. .. . .
DATA 

RUDDERVATOR EFFECTIVENESS LONGITUDINAL DATA B-IW3TI-Sb. 
DEPENDENT. V.ARIABLE qS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE QATASEiS (UMALFA) 
DATASETS P.LQTTED: *. 
RC90t0 RC9009 RC9On8 RC9007 
DFPrFN NT INIIW)FP FmlFNT P1 lT P'ry 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNI-NG / tNUING
 
CA ALPHA "-36 36
 
CAB ALPHA 37 37
 







L/D ALPHA 90 O
 
RUDDERVATOR EFFECTIVENESS LONGITUDINAL DATA BhV3TI-SB-





RC9UIO .RC9OU9 RC9008 RC70107 
DEPFNDFNT DFPFNflFMT PinT PArE 
VARIABL'E VARIABLE BEGI.NNING./ ENDI.1G 
CN CLM 
-1 i1 





RUDDERVATUR EFFECTIVENESS LONGITUDINAL DATA BIT-I-S5
 






DEP FNONT INDFPFNIIFWT P. nT P&ar 
yARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CA ALPHA 143 '3 
CAB ALPHA MM 'H 
C/,q ALPHA 45 14S 
CI Ai PHA 4 0qk 
L/D ALPHA 47 47 
RUUDERVATOR EFFECTIVENESS LONGITUDINAL DATA BITI-S 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS 







DEPFNDFNT nr PE K-DT PL OT 
PAGr
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE Bt:GINNING / ENDING
 
CN CLM 48 8
 




MODEL BUILDUP STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS.INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASErs (FMALFA) 
DATASETS-PLOTTED: "- -
RC9002 RC90Oi RC9U02 RC9013
 
DEPFNDFNI INDFPFNf)FNT P1IT PAtr
 





















MODEL BUILDUP STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL 




RC9002 -RC901q RC9012 RC9013
 
BEPFNDFNT nFPFNFMT pl nT PArP-
VARIABLE VARI.ABLE . dEGINNING / ENuI',q ­
gN CLM. 55 S5- -





ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENEsS STRAIGHT AFT WING Hl-V TAIL. diI3T6-90V3
 




RC900q HC90U3 RC9002 RC9Oqo RC9O31
 
QFPFNDENT TNDFPFNDrbhT Pf fT PA -
VARIABLE VARIABLE ULGINNING / ENDIN 
CA ALPHA 57 57 
CAB ALPHA 58 S8 
CN ALPHA 59 S9 
_ CL ALPHA 6n 613 
L/D ALPHA 61 61 
FLEVATOR EFFECTIVLNES5 STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL bIW3T6-9OV3
 




RC90 4 RC9UU3 RC9002 RCVOQu RC9u3q
 
DEPFNDENT IIFPFNDFNT PinT p 
VARIABLE VARIABLE HEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN CLM 62 62
 
CL 'Co 63 63
 
UNSYMMETRICAL ELEVATOR EFFEClIVENESS STRAIGHT AFT dING H-V TAIL 1tjv3F6-9UV3
 




RC9033 RC9002 RC9039 RC9 0I
 
DEPFNDENT INflpFNDFMT P IT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CA ALPHA 64 6q
 
CAB ALPHA 66 65
 
CN ALPHA 66 66
 
CL ALPHA 67 67
 





UNSYMM'ETRICAL ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL BIh3Tb-90V3
 




RC9033 RC9002 RC9039 RC0OI
 
DEPFNlFNT DF PFNi'FNT P1 OT RAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDI, a 
CN CLM 69 69
 
CL CO 70 7U
 




ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS H-V TAIL, STUED AING BIT6-9oV3
 




RC9016 RC9015 RC9O'$ RC9035
 
DEPFNDENT INDFPRN')fIT P1QT PA(F 









CN ALPHA 73 73 
CL ALPHA 79 79 
L/I) ALPHA 75 75 
ELEVATOR 	 EFFECTIVENESS H-V TAIL, STOWED wING BIT6-9OV3 




• RC9016 RC9015 RC9Olq ?C9035
 
DEPFNWFNT nFPF NFNjT p nT PA.F 
VARIABLE VARIABLE dEGINNING / ENDING 
CN CLM 76 76 
CL CD 77 77 
6o 
DATA PLOT INDEX "
 
-DIFFERENTIAL ELEVATOR LATERAL CONTROL 
EFFECT STRAIGHT WING H-V TAIL bIw3T6-gUV3
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, (FSALFA)
 
DDITASETS -DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE 
 VARIABLE tEGINNING / ENDING
 
PC9041 DcBLDA ALPHA 7R 7k
 
PC9041 DCYNUA ALPHA 
 79 79
 
PC9oI OCY/DA ALPHA 80 80
 
...MODULE NUMBER 






HORIZONTAL TAIL 517E EFFECTS STRAIGHT AFT ,vING h-V TAIL, ELEVATR = 2U DEGREES 






DEPENDENT TNDEPENIDrNT Pi OT PAIF
 
VARI,ABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CA ALPHA 81 '81
 
CAb ALPHA 82 82
 
CN ALPHA 83 83
 
CL ALPHA 81 8q
 
L/D ALPHA 85 8s
 
HORIZONTAL TAIL 
SIZE EFFECTS STRAIGHT AFT wING H-V TAI-L, ELEVArR = 2uL-EbREES 






DEPFNDENT f)EPFNOENT P(AT PAGF
 
VARI-ABLE VARIABLE- BEGINNING / ENDIivG
 
CN CLM 86 86
 





AFT SHELF EFFECT STRAIGHT 
AFT WING H-V TAILELEVATOR *-20 DEG,INTERMEDIATE NOSE
 








 P1 OT PArF 
VARIABLE 
 VARIABLE BEGINNING /ENDING
 
-CA ALPHA 88 88
CAB- ALPHA 89 89
 








AFT SHELF EFFECT STRAIGHT AFT NING H-V, 
TAILELEVATOR =-20 DEG.;INTERMEDIATE NOSE
 





DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PlT PACF 













EFFECT OF AING POSITION, STRAIGHT WING, li-V TAIL, ELEVATOR = -20 UEG.
 








DEPFNDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PArF
 
VARIABLE 
 VARIABLE BLGINNING / ENDING
 
CA ALPHA 95 95
 
CAd ALPHA 96 96
 
CN ALPHA 97 97
CL ALPHA 98 98
 
L/D ALPHA 99 99
 
EFFECT OF WING POSITION, STRAIGHT 
VING, h-V TAIL, ELEVATOR 
-20 DEG,
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS 







 P1 lT PAl..
 
V-ARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENOIIG 
Cq CLM 100 100

CL 






NOSE LENGTH EFFECTS STRAIGHT AFT 4ING H-V TAIL AFT SHELF ELEVATOR -- 20'OEG.
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT. PLOT PAGF 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENUING 
CA ALPHA 102 102
 
CAB ALPHA 103 ,103
 
CN ALPHA 0'4 101
 
CL ALPHA 105 OS
 
L/D ALPHA ID0 106
 
NOSE LENGTH EFFECTS STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL AFT SHELF ELEVATOR =-20 UEG.
 






DEPFNDLNT pFEPFN r) T Pl fnT PA.F 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CN CLM 107 107
 






MODEL BUILDUP DELTA hING CfONFIGURATION
 




RC 9 028 RC9027 8CDIU9 NC9025 RC9U26
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGF
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING'
 
CA- ALPHA 109 109
 
CAB ALPHA 110 110
 
CN ALPHA 1II I II
 
CL ALPHA 112 112
 
L/D ALPHA 113 113
 





KC-9028 RC9027 BC9019 RC9025 RC9026
 
DEPFNDENT fEPFNDFNT PlQT PA6F
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CN CLM II1 114
 
CL CO 115 115
 





 RC9021 RC9030 "BC9f29 8C9019 RC'9017
 
DEPrNDENr IN4DEPENDENT PLOT PAGF
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BLGINNING / ENDING
 
CA ALPHA 116 116
 
CAB ALPHA I17 117
 
CN ALPHA 118 118
 
CL ALPHA 119 119
 
L/D ALPHA 120 120
 




RC9022 RC9021 RC9O30 BC9029 BC919 RC9O7
 
DEPENDFNT DFPENDEN Pi (T PACET 

VARIABLE VARIABLE UEGINNING / ENDIiG 
CN CLM 121 121
 





ASYMMETRICAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS DELTA WING B7WSV3
 







DEPENDENT INDEPENDFNT PLOT PAGEr
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE 
 BEGINNING I ENDING
 
CA ALPHA 123 123
 
CAB ALPHA 124 124
 
CN ALPHA 125 125
 
CL ALPHA 126 126
 
L/D ALPHA 127 127
 
ASYMMETRICAL ELEVON EFFECTIVINESS DELTA WING B7WbV3
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS 




RC9030 BC9029 RC9O21 BC9L19
 
DEPENDENT DEPFNOFNT Pi flT Pat F
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 









LATERAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS DELTA SING B7A5V3
 






DEPFNDENT INOEPEvDFNT PL(T PACF
 
VARIAbLE VARIABLE bEGINNING / ENDI,4G
 
CBL ALPHA 130 130
 
. CyN ALPHA 131 131
 






DEPFNDUENT I NDEPENDFNT PP CT PAGE; 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CrL, ALPHA 133 133
 
CYN ALPHA 134 134
 






DEPRNDENT I NI)EPENi)FIMT PLOT PAGF 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BLGINNINU / ENDItiC 
- - CBL ALPHA 136 136
 
___ CyN ALPHA 137 131
 





DEPENOENT INDEPENDFNT PLOT PAF 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CBL " ALPHA 139 139
 
CyN ALPHA 141) 140
 














-05. to1 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 Go 
AN3LE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYHS0L CQWFIGURAT IOJ 0ESCR1FTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENiCE INFORMATION 
(RC9034) a GDHWT 247 SIW3TG-90V3 ELEVTR = 20 AILRON =r* BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 20.000 REFS 12.67T40 INZ 
IRCOOtJI Z£ QONWI ?47 Bikllt.OViV ElEVTR ED2 AtLOft = RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REEL 101D300 IN 
REFS 1.4100 IN 
XNRP 6.2920 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN 





DATA REPENTA f2TlY STRAIGHT W,{Nj ONFIGURAT1ON'.
 









- a, 5 to is Z 25 30 35 *1' 45 so 55 66 
ANGLE -OP ATTACK, A'LPHA, DEGREES 
Dt%. SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION'
 
(RF GDMWT Z47 8lW3T6-90V3 ELEVTR = 20 AICRON = f; B~rA 0.000. ELEVTR 20.000 REFS 1Z.67.9 
-. 020~~~~AG 	 2'____________INZ 
ODHWT Z47 aIw3TQ -qov3 	 EE TR Z Zrl AtLRO' 5 RUDDER 0.000 	 AILRON, U.goo REFL 10.0380 INW' 
































- 5 0 5 10 15 
 20 25 30 35 40 43 so 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CnFIGURATION DESCRIFTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RC9D34) GDNWT 247 8163T6-90V3 ELEVTR = 20 AILRON 0  BETA 





YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP D.00D IN 
MACH 8.050 SCALE 0.0055
 
PAGE 3 
DATA RERnA "STRAIGHT WING CONFIGURATThN,,,1,2r.y 
. _as2 _3 45 o 








-0 5 05 I 5 E 5 30 35 40 45 SCLE 50 000 55 MA.0 8.050__.
 
ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SCT SyNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATLON 
(I 034 C GDNWT 247 3IW376-90V3 ELEVTR 20 AILRON = S ETA 0.00 ELEVTR 20.000 REPS 12.6740 rN2 
(¢C; 00MDW! 247 31W37C-90V3 ELEVTR 20 A!LRCN - 0 AuDb t 0,300 AfLRON d 00o REFL 10.0380 iH 
REFB 1.4700 IX 
XNRP 6.2920 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 Iii 
•ZMRP 0.0000 114
 




DATA REPEATABILITY STRAIGHT WING-CONFIGURATION 
.3 * .l ll i -, -,- -r--,- i -,-, -r--J, -,-i r r,,- r 
2.5 









- 5 1o 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 sO 
ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIOURATICN DESCRIPTION P4RAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
£RCeO$4J GDHWT 247 8±W3O:T-9V3 ELCVTR = 2O AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 20.000 REFS 12.6740 INE 







ACH 8.0 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 5 
DATA REPET7 S11T¥ STRAIGHT WING CONFIGURATION
 
2 6 1 r-rr Frr 1-r nr­rr1-











__ _ 7~~ 
-0.2
 
-08 .16 .14 .12 .10 .08 .06 094 .02 .00 -. 02 - 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 
PITCHENS MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
j SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCCS4) - GOHWT 247 BiW3T6-90V3 

























REFS 1.4700 IN 
XMRP 6.4920 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 Uw 
ZNRF .0.0000 I 
MACH 8.050 SLE 0.0035 
PACE
 
DATA REPEATA"IL IY STRAIGHT WING CONFIGURATION
 
." . . . . . . . . .. __. ._ . .. .. . . . . . . . . . : I ' ' '_/1 
1 .2 _ _I " ­
1.1 1
 














0.2 .. .. . . . [ ... 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IIC9034' C GDHWT 241 SlW3T0-90V3 2 0 0.000 20.000 12.6740
ELEVTR a5 AILRON BETA ELEVTR REFS 1N2 









MACH 5.050 SCALE 0.0035
 
PAGE 7 
DATA REPEif29lLITY -ELtA WING tKNP$GURATIONS I i
 
S .10 "___ ____ 
o6 




0 5 11 15, 90 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES 
SET SYMBOL COFWIURAIOt.DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
' C GOHWT 247 BZWSVS ELEVIR -20AILRON = n BETA 0.000 ELEVTR -
Z" GDnT Zi7 751-4V3 ELEt' =-2O !LRON 7 &.DER 0.000 AILRON 
MACH 8.050 
45 s0 55 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2G.000 REFS 12.6740 IN? 
0.000 RErL 10.0380 II4 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XMRP 6.4000 IN 
YMRP a0090 IN 























-.010 _ _ _ _ _ __._ _ _ _ _ _ 
- 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 
CRC903) C GDNWT 247 67W5V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = 0 BEfA 0.000 ELEVTR - 20.000 REFS IZ.6740 IN2
 
tfc90ta OHWT ITSTW5v5 ELEVTR -20 ALON = 0 UtDL 0.000 AILON 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN






















5o. 0 's. 16' lq 20 5 3f5 40 45 so 55 
ANCLE CF ATTrACK, ALPHA,- DEGREES 
0 4,SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR,1000O DESCOiPTiON PARAMETRIC VALUES, REFER ENCE INFORMATfONfR30 GDMWT- 247 87 5V3- ELEVTR z-20 AILAON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVT-_ - 2b;000 REFS i12 640 1NL­
(. g ., 00,;WT -- ? BISVI KLF:YTR =-Z LO N =O9 :CR_,tAILRON O REFL 19.03$0 Ztli 
.....0DALON 000REFB 1.4700 1 a, 
•XHRP 6.4900 1 H,YHR. r _.0000 lll 






DATA REPEATABILITY DELTA WING CONFIGURATIONS
 
. A.. I I I I . ... .. .I 

1.3 








0.0 ___ ___ ___ 
-0.1 
-- 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC90OS) ODMWT 247 S7WSV3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = 0 BETA O.00 ELEVIR - 20.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2 ­
iRC9 21. GOcWT 247 37W5v3 ELEVTR :-2O AILRON = 0 .. qjr. 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1.470a IN
XMRP 6.4000 IN 
YHRF 0.O00 IN 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0035
M
8.GE PACH 1 
PAGE ii 
DATA REPEAJARV JTYD LT N COIGURATIONS-




-MR 0.50D IN__ 
.5 a_ I is 20 25 3 5 40 45 so 55 DO 
ANGLE 'OFATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SETSYMBOL CONI bRA7TIO DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALDES REFERENCE INlFORMATION 
{cnczij :: GDMWT 247 5(7W5V3 ELCVTR =-ZO Alt:R(:N = 0 RUDDER' 0.000 
--





XHRP 6.4000 10 
YMRF 0.0000 IN 
MAC" 8.05D 3.5035 SCALE 
PAGE 12 
__ 














" 5 0 5 l 15 213 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.COZ9) C GDHWT 247 87W5V3 ELEVTR :-10 AILRON =0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 12.6740 INZ
 














DATA REPEAW,,L vJY,DELTA WINS CQNEjGURATI0N






.5 10 is 35 40 45 5o 5 
ANGLE 0 ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIFTION I PARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
cit029) C GDHWT 24A BZW5V ELEVTR -I AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 12.6740 1N2 
Fzc; n GCizOcHWI 247 S7WsVj ELEVTR 
-








XHRF 6.4000 IN 
YHRP 0.00O0 IN 
ZMRF 























- 5 b 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 45 50 55 60 




GDHWT 247 B7W5V3 ELEVTR =-10 AILRON 











REFS 12.6740 INZ 













MACH 8.050 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 15 









3. -/___ ___ 
0.I
 
- 0.4 Pepe__ 
- 03 'a 's1 a 2 0 , 2 5 a u 3 5 4 0 4 5 5 0 5 5 Go 
ANGLE OP ATTACK ALPHA. DEGREES
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONCATA SET STMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(5OZ) GDHWT 24 753ELCVTR =-IO AILRON 0 8ECA 0.000 ELEVTR 0,009 REFS 1?.6740 ld 
; " aDWWT 2.7 G-7 V3 ELEV R =-!a AILRON I' R.DE 0.0 IRN Ug EFL 10.0380 Ih 
. .o . .. .. ;E ,00 A LRO 0100 RF8 1.47G if
 
XMRP 6-4000 IN,
Y RP a.0000 1if 




















0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
AN LE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMB O L C@JFI&URATION DESCRIFTION FAKAHETR1C VALUES 
GCNWY 24? BS5V3 ELEVTR -­10 AILRON = 0 BETA a.000 ELEVTR 







REFS 12.6740 1N2 
REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFB 1.4700 IN 
XNRF 6.4000 IN 
YMRF 0.0000 IN 















a 5 111 is 20- 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
6I-AjkSETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES.0R8gbRZ71 GDHWT 247 87W5V3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRN 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 
(SC sI . 0 WT 2.7 67W-';3 ELE"IR 0 4L PEK 1 . S r DDE G ,00 AILRON 
MACH 8.050 
45 so 55 
REFERENCE INFORMATIN 
0.000 REFS 12 740 INZ 
0.000 RE 'L 10:16380 IM 








DATA REFEATASILITY DELTA WING CONFIGURATIONS
.GIG .. . . . . . .. . . . . .I . . .. I .. . . 
.008­
.006 
* GD._T 7 R6 _02__=0.. 
,op4 
91. GVHWT 2___01._ . 
.014 5___ 0___ 5___ 15 20 e 3 ___0_3 0 5 o 55 6 
-. 008 __6400_I 
-. 010 _ __ 
-S -. H0.2 0 5 ±0 15 20 25 30 35 40 4! 5P 55 60 
ANGLE OR ATTACKS ALPHA, DEGREES 





GONWT 24? BTWSV3 





















REFO 1.4700 114 
XNRP 6.4000 IN 
YMR 0.O000 IN 




-DATA RERt RAS3 LITY 'DELTA WING 'QONrIWGURAT IONS­
2.2 







0.0 5 1 1 25 0s 
ANGLE C F ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(Rt327v r ODHWT 247 BTW5V3 ELEVTR 

















REFS 12.6740 142 
REPL ,10.0380 IN 
R0F. 104700 IN 
X0RF 64000 IN 
Y0RF O ..000 I N 
-3Z 0 .51 0 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 2 




















a50 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, -DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRC9027 C GDMWT 247 B7W5V3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = U BLA 0.0DO ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2
 
(SC901 = GDHWT 247 SW5VJ ELETR =:; AILR m G RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 0.Do REFL 1D,0380 IN
 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XMRP 6.4000 IN 








DATA REPFTP!'LITY DELTA WING ..	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .NFIGURATIONS





1. 5 	 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE 0F ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(¢ GDHWT Z47 BW5V3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = U 6ET4 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 12 6740 INZ 




 1,4700 1IN 
XMRP 6.400 , INERE	 I.ANGLE~~~AGLH. 	 YRF O.OO00 22ATCK 




DATA REPEATARILITY DELTA WING CONFIGURATIONS
 
2.4 
. . ... 
2.0 ____ 








0. . ... . .. . . .
, , 

- .18 .6 ".14 .12 .10 .08 .0 .04 .02 .09 -.oz -.04 -. 56 -.08 -.10 -. 12
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION FARAMETRIC VALUES - REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RC9030) SODNT 247 BTWSV3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON 0 BETA 0.00 ELEVTR - 20.000 REFS - 12.6740 IN2
 
























0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
fRf3UI C GDMWT 247 BWSV3 ELEVTR CZ AILRON = 0 BETA O.0D0 ELEVTR - 20.000 REFS 12.6740 1fl2 
tRCOD £Xt C04W7 247 S' 75V'peov E VTRG~w 275,3VF; R=-9 -O AILPONI = =0000 .00 AILRNILRNREF8 6 ,oo REFL 10.0380 1 4700 IN IN 
XNRF 6.4000 IN 
YHRF 0.0000 IN 
N A H . O gS ZHRPC A L E 
0.0000 





DATA REPEAADILITY DELTA WING CONFIGURATIONS


















1.2 ' ] , 





PITCHING MCMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICJ DESCRIFTION FARANETRJC VALUES REFERENCE INFORXATION 
(0C9029' C ODNWT 247 87W5V3 ELEVTR :-10'ALRONi = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 12.6740 1N2 
CfRC90ZO GDIIWT 247 S7W5VJ £LeYIfl =-1 ALLROI$ 0 RUDDER 0.0d0 AILRON 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFB .'4700O IN 
XNRF 6.4000 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 . ZN 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN
 





AAREPETADLITY DELTA WING CONIGURATIONS
 


















-0. 3 ' . .. I
 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 i.00.8 1.2 1.4 1.6 2.0
1.8 2.2 2.4
 
DRAG COEFFICIENT , CD
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C0NFIURATIN DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATI6N
 
(C j I DONYWT 247 B5W5V3 ELEVTR z-I0 AILRON = U BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.00D REFS 12.6740 imi
 
GDnwT 247 BVWSV3 ELEV7R -15 AILROfl = S RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 0.00 REFL 10.0380 IN






















.48 .16 .14 .12 .10 .06 .06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 
PITC ITN$ MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SE T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
iRC9027) O. GDHWT 247 87W5Y3 ELEVTR = OAILRON = 0 BETA 0.0g0 ELEVTR 0.000 
- 5clol E: GDKT Z47 07.513 EVrl U;R. RDE U00ZRN ,0 
0REF 
MACH 0.050 
-. *06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 12.6740 IN2 
REFL 10.0380 IN1.4-00 IN 
XMRF 6 4000 IN 













-0.2 - ___ 
-0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
DATA SET SYMBOL C4FI*URATIf DESCRIPTION 
4 Y,- LONWY 247 87W5V3 ELEVTR =0 
SC b.I Q GDHWT 2Z 57WSV3 ELEvTR 
MACH 8.050 
0 
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
bRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
FARAMETRIC VALUES 
AILRON z 0 btTA 0.000 ELEVTR 




2.0 2.2 2.4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 12.6740 1$? 
RCFL 10.0380 IN 
REF° 1.4700 114 
XMRP 6.4000 I 
YHRP 0.0000 1 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 28 
















ANGLE CF ATTACKS ALPHA. QEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
GONWT 247 81W31-55 ELEVTR = 0 AILRO = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 
ODHWT 247 8IT1-F 6LLVIR 0 AILROW AILRON 0.00 
ODHWT 247 11W3 
401HT Z47 81 
0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1Z.6740 IN2 
REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFB 1.4700 IN 
XNRP 6.z9a0 IN 








MODEL BUILDUP -SThAIGHT AFT WING,!VEE TAIL
 








- 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 s 55 so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CcffIGURATIOM DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCoOgl f GOHWT 247 BIW31-55 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2 
(RC9036) GDHMWT Z47 BlT1-55 ELEVTR = U A!LRO = U AILRON 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
(RC9oz) 
(RCgox 
0A &DMWT Z47 BW3 0DHWT 247 BI REFS XNRP 1.4700 6.2920 IN IN 
YNRP a.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0 .00 IN 
MACH 800 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 3,,0
 













-5 . 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 4U 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION - PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRC9071 O0DHWT 247 8IW31-55 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = 0 BZTA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2 
ZRCDG;5)uHWT 247 D1T- 55 ELEVTR 0 AILRON = A ILR34 0.000 - REFL 10.0380 IN 
IRC9012J 0 ODHWT 247 BIW3 REFB 1.4700 IN 
IRCh01S)3 GDHWT Z47 1 XNRF. 6.e9z0 IN 
YMRP 0.0OO IN 
ZHRF 0.0000 IN 
MACH 8.050 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 31 













-0.3 2? 10 15 20 25 39 35 40 45 50 55 so 
ANSLE ZR ATTACK. ALP4A, DEGREES 
DTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATJ ON 
*DHWT 247 BIW31-55 0 0.000OFjP07) ELEVTR = 0 AILRCW BETA 0.000 ELEVTR REFS 12.6740 W 
I kgv 6, GDHWT 247 BITI- ELEYTR = 0 AELRON G AILRON 0.00, REFL 10.0380(RC9O1Z 0 :DHMT 247 BW3 IN REF * 1.4700 INACOIS; XNRP GOHWT 247 81 6.2920 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.06130 - IN 
SCALE 0.0035MACH 8.050 

PAGE 3 
MODEL BUILDUP STRAIGHT AFT WING VEE TAIL 
2.5 
2.0 




1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ____ , , . . , , . . . . . . .. 
-5 a 10 15 20 5 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
(RC O07) c GCNWT 247 BW31-55 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 
(RC9U36) OCHWT 247 B1T1-55. ELEYTR = 0 AILRON = 0 AILRNREFL 
IRC9012, 0 GDHWT 247 51W3 
(RC9013, A GDNWT 247 91 
MACH G5.05 
45 50 55 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2 
10.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XMRP 6.2920 IN 
YKRP 0.0000 IN 




MOREL, QU b E3RIHT AFT. ~WtNi-n EAI-IinL.-r m j r rm 
2.4 
2.2 








' - , 
0.4 
" .'18 .1 6 .14 .1.2 Mt~ .08 .0G .04 .02, .(]0 -. 02 -,04 " -. 06, -. 08 -. 10 -'12 -
PTTr-HI..NG MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CL.M 
q0jk, SET SYMBOL _CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMArTIOk­
(UR _jqq71 C GD:4WT 247 BIW31-55 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = BETA 0.000 ELEVTE 0.000 REFS 12.6740 1 . 
CR , 61 Z'- GDHWT 247 SlTl-5, rLCVIr- = 0 ALROkr -= 0 AILRON 0.0 REFL 1a0.4700 INI' 






. M N 
IN 
E 4 

















-0.a 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
OATA SET 5YMOL CONFIGURATI7N OESCRIFTION 
iRC9007) C GDHWT 247 B1W31-55 ELEVTR = 
GHWT Z47 GITI-55 CLEYR = 
(RC901Z) 0 GDHWT 247 B1W3 
(RC9v:3) A 0D0WT 247 81 
HACH 8.050 
1.U 1.2 1.4 1.6 
DRAS'CCEFFCIENT. co 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 
0 AILROn - D ALLKUW 0.000 
1.8 
0.000 
2.0 2.2 2.4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 12.6740 IN2 
REFL .10.0380 IN 
REFB 1.4700 IN 
XHRP 5.2920 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 




RJDE*A, ,,,%VNESS LONG I5.ULNAL DATA.BIW3Ti-55r
 
DEGRE
L ATTACK -,A PHA 
-N . 
1 A_
_N V7X= 2 
.0W 47BW;S8 	 EL 

- - a1 o ,. .s" "- . ,4 4•.0-, 

ARA ETRIC VALU ES REFER pANGLE F ATTACK. -ALPHA. DEGREES ' REFL DAA S f S% M 0L 
CONF GURA T 1ON ESCRI TION 
E V . LROGDWT 47-iWBIW31-55 	 BETADH42 GOWT I 3 ; S ELEVTR --40 AILRON 0 0.000 ELEVTR - 40.000 REFs,RC9000 -,~45E 00 EV R60 I R N 0 	 R FB(R C9008I 0 0041147 47 511431.55 ELEVR '-I0 AIROtE 0 " . - W 24 E S1 X H R F 
~ Og$R C , A , 0 0 t W T Z4 / 5B14 5 1 5 5 ELEV R - A I RON = ' 407 ) 	 Y RF 










NCE INFO R AT I0 
10.0 	80 . ­
2.6740 .IN21.4700 - IN4 055H













- .000 ___ 
-. 004 ____"_ 
-. 000 ______ 
- 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55' 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION- PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INEORMATION 
(RC9010J C GDRWT 247 BSl31-55 ELEVTR =-40 AILRON 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 40.000 REFS - 12.6740 IN2 
i¢csGO T 247 3IW31-!5 ELE'* ..-. .. tOtJ 0 AILkUn 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
CRC900$) 0 GDHT 247 3LW31-55 ELEVTR -­ ,6 AILRON 0 REFB 1.4700 IN 
CR09007) A DNWT 247 51W51-55 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = 0 XMRP 6.2920 IN 
1NRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.0,00 IN 




_ _ _ __ 
_ _ 








I- °12 ____ 
0.4 ­1.Ma 
- 0. is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DArA, S T SYMBOL COPIOURATION OESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 







O0HWT Z4? g1W13-5 
GDHWT Z47 31131-55 
DHWT 247 BW31-53 
IEV7.R :-Z AILRCN 
ELEVTR z-10 AILRON 













YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.00O0 IN 




1 4 ,J, -rlrr 
1.3 
FrFFFECTIVENESS LONGITUDINAL DATA BIW3T1-55 















-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 5 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
INFORHATION 
(RC9010I GODHWT 24T BlW31-55 ELEVTR =-4 AILRON 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 40.000 -REFS 12.6740 IN2 7 
SIWSI 55 ELEVT r--_lnsJI.24AILRON S AIL I. REFL 10.0360 IN 
(RC9 )6 0 GDIWT 247 S1W31-55 ELEVTR --IS AILRON 0 REFB 1.4700 IN 
(RC9507) A GONWT 247 BW31-55 ELEVTR = 0 AILRO14 0 XIRF 6.2920 IN 






















-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 . 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA, SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCf 1D C GDHUT 247 B1W31-55 ELEVTR =-40 AILRON = G EfA 0.000 ELEVTR - 40.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2 
RC9so; = GDWT 247 DiW31-$; ELEVT5 =-20 AILRCN = I ALLCON O.Oo REF 10.0380 IN 
iRC9008) 0 GDHWT 24? BW31-55 ELEVTR =-ID AILRNJ 0 REFS 1.4700 IN 
(RC90057 A GDHWT Z47 B1W31-55 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = 0 XHRF 6.2920 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN
 



















.1. .16 .14 .12 .10 .08 .06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
(RCOlo DM00WT 247 BIW31- 3 ELEVT =-4- AILRON = U 0.000T% ELEVTR - 40.000 
(RC909 GDHWT 2 7 51W31-55 ELEVTR :-dU AILRON 0 AILRON 0.000 
cRC9000) 0 GDHWT 247 BIW31-55 ELEVTR =-10 AILRON = O. 
iRC9007) L GDHWT 247 8IW31-55 ELEVTR = 5 AILRON = 0 
MACP 
-. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 12.6740 IN2 
REFL L0.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XMRP 6.2920 IN 
YI4RF 0.0000 IN 



















0.2 0:4 0.6 0.8' V4 1-.6 1. 2.0 E.2 2.4 
CRAG COEFFICIENT. CD
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES - REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
n(;lC9po0 C GDHWT 247 BIW31-55 ELEVIR =-4U AILRON = 0 bt'IA O.00 ELEVTR - 40.000 REFS 12.6740 IN?­
(cg&09,q - GDHWT 247 BIW31-5S ELEVTR =-20 AILRON - 0 AILRON 0.103 10.0380 

CAkTA SET Sr"BOL . CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION' 
REFL IN 
I'RC9008 0 ODH1T Z47 BIW31-55 ELCVTR z-10 AILRON = 0 REFS 1.4700 In 









RUDDERVATOR 'LFECTIVENESS LONGITUDINAL DATA BIT1-55
 







.02 _____ ____ 
.00 ' a 10 15 2 30 35 40 45 50- 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, nEREE.S 







ODnWT Z47 8:1T-'5 
GDHWT Z47 BIr:-5s 
aDHWT Z47 5LTI-55 
FLEVT* =-40 AILRQN 
ELEVTR = 0 AILRON 





















YMRF a.0D IN 
ZMRP . 0.0000 IN 
MACH 8.050 SCALE 0.00335 
PAGE 43 





-. 002 I__ __ __ __ 
-V 
-.dos " 
* -. 002 




5 -0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SY3OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RARANETRIC VALUES 
GOHWT 247 BITl-55 ELEVTR. =-40 AILRON' 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR -
= GDHWT 247 B1TI- 5 ELEVtR 0 AiLrKN = 0 AILRON 0.o0o 
0 GDHWT 247 BIT-55 - ELEVTR - 20 AILRON = 0 
MACH 
45- 5 55 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
40:000 REFS 12.6740 IN2 
- REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFB 1.4700 IN 
Y4RP 6.2920 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 





ROERVATOR-ErFECT IVENESS'LONG ITOODINALDOTA BITI-55 







0.4 go 35 _40 
-5 a 5 la 15 25 30 
ANGLE OF.ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES 
OATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATIOS DESCRIFTIN PANRAETRIC VALUES 
(RC903O)- C GDHWT BA7 8IT1I-5 ELEVTR =-40 AILROI4 0 BETA 0,000- ELEVTR.- 40.o 
IRC9036; Z GOh 247 BIT;-:S ELEVTI = C A:LWN ' A Lrh0 0.000 
(RCG9V3) 0 6DHWT 247 BITI-5f £LEVTR 20 AILRON 0 . 
NCH oSCALE 
M 
45 56 55' 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
' REFS 12.6740 IN? 
REFL 10.03u0 IN 
REFB 1.470 IN 
.XMRF 6.2920 IN 
YNRF - g 0.0000 IN 






















5 10 15 20 25 30 5 40 
ANGLE CF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
C hFIGURATI64 DESCRIFTION' " PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ODHWT Z47 BlTl-YS ELEVTR =-4U AILRON-: 0" BETA .0.000 ELEVTR - 40.000 
GDMWT 247 61TI-55 ELEVTR = 01AILROW = 0 AILRON 0.000
_-GDMWT4T PITI-55 CLEVTR = 20 AILRON = 0 
45- 50 55 
*REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 12.~6740 INZ 
REFL 10.03$0 INREFB 1Vo47a IN 
XMRF " 62920 IN 
YMRF DOaou IN 
ZMRF oao00 INSCALE 00035 
'PAGE 46 
RUDDERVATOR'EFFECTIVENESS LONGITDINAL DATA BIT-55 
2o5I
 
2.5 0 la__35455 
2.0P 0.0000_ IN___ 
- 10 47_T__ 0 IRO _ _H_ _ETR= __,B__ RE____ _0__3__ _____A __LR__ 
-°"_ .
 I 
-5g37 0 BHT 47 IT5 1013YT 20UALON: EB .7B
1.3 ____H VALUE5 --RER_0_ __F___AT_O_ARA____I __ 
747 PAE 
• ~TN ~ ~ ANGLE25~~ LHDGES CL 1FANGLE F ATTAI%.CAPHA. DGREES 
TASTSMOL CWGRTON0SRPI0~PRMTICV~E - EEEC IlOMfO 0031 G$WT24LETR -4 ALRO f BrM .00 LEVR ' 0.00 EF PAGE.74 tN7811-5 





I6 I I F Il I 6 I J IJ I ,I. I* I II I I 










.10 .16 .14 .12 .10 .08 .16 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 08 -. 10 -. 12 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ELM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRZ90383 0GDHWT Z47.S8ITI-55 ELEVTR" =-40 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 4'04000 REFS 12.6740 IN2 
tO0361J GDHWT 247BITI-55 ELEVTR 0 AILRON = D AhI.RON o.aao REFL 10.0380 IN 






YMRF a.0000 IN 
















-0.0. 0.2 0.4 06 0.8 1.0 
DRAG 
DATA SET SYINOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION " 
(RC8O og, Z GDHWT k41 SITI-;; ELEVTR :,40 ILRON 
CRC9036) GDHWT 247 BlTl-55 ELEVTR = -0 AILRON'0= 
(RCgO3P 0 GOJHT 27 BITl-55 ELEVTR = ZO AILRON = 
MACH 8.050 
1.2 1.4 1.6 
COEFFICIENT, CD-. 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- ATt" 0.000 ELEVTR -




2.0 2.2 Z.4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 12.6740" IN2 
REEL " 10.0380 ;- IN 
REF-. 1.4700 - IN 
XNRF 6.2920 . IN 
YNRP 0'.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 0.000 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE' -49 
MODEL BUILDUP STRA'IGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL
 
. . ...
. . . .
. . .. .
. .

. . . . .
I'l
j.I. . . . I. .I 
+18 __ __ __ ________ 
_ 
.16 






-5. 0 5 I0 15 ?Q 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC. VALUES 
fRC90021 GDHWT 247 8IW3T$-9SV3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = 0 BETA O.OUD ELEVTR 
"RC90I4)C GDHWT 247 BIT6-gu3 ELEVTR Z C AILRON z ' RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 
(RC90PI.) 0 GDHWT 247 lIW3 
(RC901) A GDHT 24? 1 
MACH 8.050 
45 -50 55 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 REFS 12.6740 1NZ 
0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XMRF 6.2920 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 



















5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC900?) Q GDMWT 247 81W3T6-90V3 











(RC9O12) 0 DHWT 247 SIW REFS 1.4700 IN 
(RC90131 & DONWT 247 1 XNRP 6.2920 IN 









MODEL BUILDUP STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL





















0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 DHWT 247 BIW36-90V3 ELEVTR 0 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 
Z: *&HWT247 318T-90V3 ELEVTq r 0 4!LRON = 0 RUGDE0 0.000 AILRON 
0 ODHWT Z47 SIW 
A GDWT 247 81 
"ACN 8.050 
4 5 5 
45 s0 55 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2 
D.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REF8 1.4700 IN 
XMRP 6.2920 IN 
YMRF 0,0000 IN 









0.4 ___ ____ 
-0.2 
-0.4 
- 0 5 111 is 20 25 0 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
(RCS90021 GDHWT 247 BlW3T6-9OV3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRO = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 
(CD4 DMWt Z47 81T6-gOV3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON 0 RUDDER 0.000 AILRON
-RC5011 50D1 2T2427 0W3 
(RC9043) A GDHWT 247 11 
MACH 8.050 
45 a 55 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2 
gt~o0 REFL 10 0380 INREF 14700 IN 
XNRP 6.2920 IN 
YMRP a OODg IN 













5 a 5 10 15 a0 25 30' 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION FARAMETRIC VALUES 
IRCq0DB) [ GDHWT 247 BIW3T6-90V3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEV7R 
(RC9qAAJ = GDHWT 247 BIT6-90V3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 
(RC0012 4 1 0 GDHT 247 SBW3 (RC90t3I A GDHWT 247 BI 
MACH 8.050 
45 50 55 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2 
a.ada REFL 10.0380 I1 
REFB 1.4700 IN 
XHRP 6.2920 IN 
YHRP .0000 IN 
ZNRPF 0.0000 inSCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 54 
Go 
MODEL BUILDUP STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL
 
Z.4 ! 












.180 .10 14 .1 Ivi .08 .06 As1 .02 .on -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 09 -'10 -. 12 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 







OGD0WT 247 BIW3T6-9DV3 
DHWT 247 BIT6-90V3 
GDHT 247 68W1 



























YMRF 0.000O IN 
ZMRF 0.0000 IN 
BAK 8.0P0 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 55 
















- 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 .8 IG 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RC9002) C GDHWT 247 BIW3TS-9GV3 ELEVTR % 0 AILRON = 0 BETA O.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2
 
tfCO0I4) Z! ODnWT 247 B1T6-9DV3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 0,000 REFL 10.0380 IN
 
(RCQOI2J 0 ODHWT 24f 5lW3 REFB 1.4700 IN
 
iRC9O1993 GDHWT 247 51 XMRP 6.2920 IN
 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 




ELEVATOR EFFFrTIVENESS STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL B1W3T6-90V3
 
7= I0-






-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRCOO4) GDHWT Z47 BIWST6-90V3 ELEVTR =-40 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 40.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2 
(RC9003) - GDHWT 247 81W376-90V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = P RIDDEn Q.QOQ0 AILRON Qooo REFL 10.0380 IN 
CRCO2) 0 GDHWT 247 81W3T6-90V3 EI.EV79 = 0 AILRON = REFB 1.4700 IN 
CRC904O) A GD0WT 247 S:W3T6-90V3 ELEVTR = 2O AILRON = 0 XMRP 6.2920 IN 





















- 51$ 1 . 5 10 15 20 25 -30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES(Rcgpo4j 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIONOOMDWT247 SIW3T-OgV3 ELEVTR =-40 AILRO 
= 0 SETA 0.000 ELEVTR -IRC90043 	 40.000 REFS 12.6740 IN?
DHW T24 73.W T6-9.qY3 ELE-TP =-?O AILRON 
= 0 RL D Crr 0.000 AILRONIRC9002) 0 	 .D REFL 10,0380 INDMMT 241 BlW3T6"DV3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON 
= 0 
_gOSUREFS
'.C9040) & GDMWT 247 BIW3T-9DV3 ELEVTR 	 1.4790 IN= 20 AILRON = 0




























- 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE CF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 











GDHWT 247 B1W3T6-90V3 
GDHWT 247 81W3T6-95V3 
GUMW 24V BiW3T6-,043 
DHWT 247 BIW3TG-90V3 
00MW? 247 S1I3TG90V3 
ELEVTR =-40 AILRON = 
ELEVTR =-20 AILRON ± 
ELEVTR = ALROU = 
ELEVTR = E AILRQN 





























MAC a ..05 
PAGE 5 
















- 0.3 ___ ___ 
0.2 
0.1 
-0.35 0 5 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE CF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI&URATION OESC;IPFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
RCACbO4, C Gnwr 247 9IW3T6-90V ELEYTR -40 A1LRON U BETA 0.00G ELEVTR -
CRC-00I -DNY7L2w3.tTS-90V. ELEVTR -20 I1RON = C -UD-Z- C.0CC AILRON 
iRgD0t2) 0 GDMWT Z.7 91W3T6-90V3 ELEVTR =S AILRON = 0 
(RC9040| A 00hiST 247 B1W3,6-90V3 ELEVTR = 20 AYLRON = 0 
(RC9034) Z4 o0HUT 247 B1W3T6-0V3 ELEVTR = 20 AILRON = 0 
HACH 9.00 
45 5 o 55 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
40.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2 
0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XMRP 6.2920 IN 




ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL B1W3T6-90V3
 




- 1...0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG- ATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORHA;TION 
(RC QD4| BvGHwT 247 SlW3T6-90V3 ELEYTR =-AD AILROM = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 40.000 REFS IZ.ST40 INE 
(RC9003}1 GDHWT 247 BlW3T6-9DV3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = 0 RUDDER o.0g0 AILRON 0.OOO REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1 4700 IN 
CRCDUZ) 0 GDHWT 247 SlW3T-96V : J RONVR = 
C 0g40) A GDHWT Z47 SlW3T6-99V3 ELEVTR ZO2 AILRON = 0 XMRP 6.2920 IN 
CRC9034) 1. GDMWT 247 SlW3T6-9OV3 ELEVTR 20R AILRON = 0 YMRP a.ODOO IN 













1.4. . . 






-. 4 .1 .16 .14 .12, .10 .08 .06 .04- .0u .00 .02 -o04 -. 06 -.08 -. 10 -. 12 
PITCHING, MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
DATA SET SYMSOL ,CCFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1RC9004) C GDkWT 247 BIW3T6-90VS ELEVTR :-40 AILRON F 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 40.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2
C 043, ELEVTR =-20 AILRON RUnflER MOW AILRON "0.00 REFL - 10.0380 IN,
ODHWT 247 BIW3TO-90V3 = 

(RCdZ4 0 OD8WT Z47 BIW3T6-90V3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRN 0 REFB 1'.4700 IN
 
ingdio A &DHWT 247 BIW3T6-90V3 ELEVTR = 20 AILR = 0 XMRP 6.2920 IN
 







ELEVATOR FFFErTIVENESS STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL BIW3TG-9OV3 
1.1 j_ 
1.0 










-0.*2 . . , ... . . . . , , , . 
-0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
(RC90043 C GONWT 241 3IW3T6-90V3 ELEVTR =-40 AILRON 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR -
iqC9-03) sa$HT 2-7 S1W3T6SOV3 ELVTR z-20 AILRON =P IZU-Er 0.000 AILRON 
cRC90OZa 0 GDnWT 247 BIW3T6-90V3 ELEVTR 0 ILROH = 0 
IRC9040) A'" GDHWT 247 IWSTS-90V3 ELEVTR 20 AILRON = 0 







2.0 2.2 2.4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 12.6740 IH2 
REFL lb.0380 IN 
REFB 1.4700 IN 
XNRF 6.2920 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 


















I .. . . . . 
.~~. ...
 ." .. . 
0Q 5 " B1 1 15 20 25 3 0 35 4 0 45 so 55 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
 CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tRC 033 J I GDHWT 247 BIW3TE-90V5 ELEVTR =-10 AILRON = 10 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 1.000 REFS 12.6740 I(2 
(nCv Cz GDHWT 247 BIWSTO-9OVJ ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = o RIMOER -q°00O AILRON 1o.oo REFL 10.0580 Id
 (RC9539) 0. GDH T 247 BIW3T6-9OV3 ELEVTR = 10 AILRON = 10 REFB 1.4700 IN
 





MACH 000 SCALE 0.0035
 
PAGE 84 






0 IIIzO is1 o 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 G 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BETA 10.000 

(RC9O02) DHWT 247 DIW3T6-9DV3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = B RUDDER a.000 AILRON l0:000 "REFL la.0580 IN. 
(RC9039) 0 GBHWT 247 BIW3T6-" V5 ELEVTB = 10 AILBO Z , REFBS 1:4700 IN 
IRC9041) A 0 BHNT 247 8101 B-9003 ELEVTB = 10 AILRON =-10 XMRF 6.B920 IN 




ZMRP 0:0000 11N 
MACH 8o05B
 SCALE 0 .Do ,5
 
PAGE 65 
UNSYMMETRICAL ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS.STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL B1W3TG-90V3
 


















ao 5 111 i 20 25 30 35 40 45 5 so' 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DA TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
117t9033 C: GDHWT 247 SIW3TG-90V3 ELEVTR =-10 AILRON = 10 SETA 0.00a ELEVTR - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 IHg
 
(kc a daz i =' Go H T 247 B1W TG-9 V3 EL VTR = 0 A ILR ON
= O RUDD R . 000 A LRO N 10 ,0 go REFL 1 0 3 8a IN
 iRC9039) 0 GVHWT 247 SlW3T6-90V3 ZLEVTA = IS AILRON = 10 REF6 1:4700 IN
 
(RC0041) A GDHWT 247 BIW3T6-90V3 ELEVTR = 10 AILRON z-10 XMRP 6.2920 IN
 































- 5 0 5 a0 15 20 25 39 35 40 45 50 55 60
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 







- G£HWT 247 SIW3TS-9DV3 
GDHwT 247 B1W3T6-90V3 
























(RC941) A DHWT 247 SIWSTS-90V3 ELEVTR 10 AILRON =-O XMRF 6.2920 IN 
TNRF 0.a0o0 IN 
ZNRP O.000 IN 
HACH 8.030 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 67 
UNSYMMETRiCAL ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL BIW3TG-SOV3
 







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCJ053) C GDWT 247 BIW3T-90OV3 ELEVTR :-10 A!C:RON 10 BE;,. O.U0 ELEVTR - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2 
(Accz40 GOMWT 247 81W3T6-90V3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON 0 RIMlOER 0,000 AILRON 10,000 REFL 10.03$0 IN 
(CC9639J 0 $OHWT 247 BIWST6-99V3 ELEVT = 10 AILRON 10 REFB 1.4700 IN 
(RC9041) 6 rHWT 247 BlW3T6-90V3 ELEVTR = 10 AILRON =-20 XNRF 6.2920 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRP 0,.o IN 
MACH 8.050 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 68 



















.18. .14 .1Z .10 .08 .08 .04- .02 .00 -.02 -. 04 -.06 -. 06 -. 10 -.12
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRC9O3S) C GDHWT 247 SIWST6-9gV3 ELEVTR =-10 ALLRON z 10 BET. 0.000 ELEVTR - 10.000 REFS 12.6740 IN?
 
(RC3002; = GDHW; 247 SIMT6-;3V3 ELEVTR = 9 AILRON = D HUOu k 0.000 AILRON 10.000 REFL 10,0380 IN
 
(RCSO39 0 GDHWT 247 BZW3T6-G0V3 ELLVTR = 10 AILRON = 10 REFB 1.4700 IN
 




ZHRP . .000 IN
 


























-0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1A 1.z 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. Co 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURAT!ON DESCRIPTION ?ARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRC9033) C GDHWT 247 BIW3T6-9OV3 ELEVTR =-10 AILRON = 10 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 10.00 REFS 12.6740 IN2 
(RC9 02) GDHWT 247 8IW3T6-90V3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = 0 RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 10.000 REFL 10.0380 IN
 
(RC403,9 0 0DMWT ?4? 2WgSTS-903 £LETr = :.1 AIL=ON = IC REFS 1.4t00 IN
 
















.10 	 _ 
* .. 	 ___ 
.04 	 ____ 
.02
 
.- 5 0 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 5 55 60
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRC90.10 GO*WT 247 BIT6-90V3 ELEVTR =-40 AILRON = C BETA 0.000, ELEVTR - 40.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2
 
CRC9015; Z On.- 247 515- 9C'.3 ELEV!R -20 AILqON = Ru8ZR 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REFL 10,0380 IN
 
I RCgO4, 0 GDHWT 247 BIT6-90V3 ELEVTR = G AILRON = 0 REFS . 1.4700. IN
 
























-. 006 Lii 
0E .. t........ . .. .. 

- 5 a 5 10 15 20 25 " 0 35 40 45 50 55 so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT!ON DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
RC9016) C GDHWT 247 1T6-90V3 ELEVYR =-4a AILRON = 0 BETA D.000 ELEVTR - 40.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2
 
GDHwT 247 DI-TS-90V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 0.0B6 REFL 10.0380 IN
 
t*eGdit, 0 2DHW47 SIT-9bV3 ELEvYTR . , AILR6 z , REF6 1.4700 IN
 




























-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANSLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 





GDHWT 247 BITG-90V3 
GDHWT 247 BITS-9OV3 
0DNT 247 3ITE-90V3GDH0T 41 BITG-UDV3 
ELEVTR Z-40 AILRON 
ELEVTR =-20 AILRON 

























YMRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP o.0000 IN 
MACH S.050 SCAtE 0.0035 
PAGE 73 
ELEVATOR EFFErTTVENESS H-V TAIL, STOWED WING BIT6-90V3













-0.3 5 0 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 do 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, .DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RC9061 B1TG-90V3 = REFS
C GDHWT 247 ELEVTR =-40 AILRON BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 4D.000 12.6740
'iRC901. 0, &DNWF 2.7 51T6-9V3 ELEVT0 =-20 A!LRON RUVOE 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REFL 
IN 
10.03$0 ml
 (RC9D04) 0 £DWT 247 BIT6-90V3 ELEVTR z - AILRON 0 REFS 1.4700 IN







MACH - 5.050 
PAGE 74 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS H-V TAIL, STOWED WING B1T6-90V3
 







.. . .. . . . . r] . . . . . . . .... '. .
 
- a 5 to 15 20 23 30 35 40 45 50 55 6a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIOU 
CRCO016) 0£DHWT 247 BITS-90V3 EIEVTR :-40 AILRON 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 40.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2 




GOHWT 247 81T6-90V3 = = ------------­
{RC9Q0S5 A GOHWT 247 BITS-9OY3 ELEVTR = 25 AILRON = 0 
€RC90t43 0 ELEVTR 0 AILRON 0 

XHRP 6.2920 IN 
YRP 0.U0000 IN 





ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS H-V TAIL, STOWED WING BIT6-90V3
 
2.2 ' - -- -­
S.8 
z 





1.0 -. 8 -10 .,1
 
101 '16 .14 .12 .10 .08 .06 .04 DZ2 .00 -. 02 -. 04 .6 .0 -10 .A 
PITCHI'NG MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
'"C901s) ODHWt Z47 BITS-gBV3 ELEVTR =-40 AILRON = 9 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 40.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2
 
.O05 nHWT Z47 SITG-99V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = U RUODpq B,UPO AILRON 0BOOQ REFL 10.0380 IN
 
R Cgv14) 0 ODMWT Z47 BITS-90V3 .ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = U REFS 1 4700 IN
 







 SCALE 0 .003 5
 
PAGE 76 
ELEVATOR EFFECTIVENESS H-V TAIL, STOWED WING B1TG-90V3
 





- 0.9 0.2 '000..020.5 
_____ ____ 
- 0.4 
- 0.3 OI_9V___ 
0.1 0.0_o_ IN
 
-0. 2 . . . . . ' i , , 
0.0~~~~ZR 
____ 0.0000_ IN________
H0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1. S 2.0 2.2 2.4 
RACPCOEFFICIENT, C7 
DATA SCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
(RC90I6) C GONWY 247 SiT6-90V3 ELEVTR 2-45 AILRON Z 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 40.000 REFS 12.6740 INE
 (RCSO1IS = &0MW1 247 S1TB-9DV3 . ELEVTR 2-20 AILRON : 0 RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REFI 10.0380 IN
 
CRCOO14) 0 &DHWT 24? 8:TG-9093 ELEVTR .2 0 AiLR0N 0 REFB 2.4700 IN
 






























5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 AD
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *F 
SYMBOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 8.050 BETA 0.000. ELEVTR 10.000 REFS 12.6740 IN? 
















S:-w- 247 BIW3S-90V3 ELEVTR = 10 AILRON =-10 CPC9041) 21 NOV 70 PAGE 78
 





Z -. 0070 1234 
<UDE -. 0025 -t 
_C.-  0 
-
-N­
-. 0055 _ _ 
31: 













-F 1 20 0 a5 
CAE 003
DAA°S. . ao7MR -.OEor I 
SCE LE0.00S 1 . 54 H
.0 0 DAB TA MIS . 0 ELEVT 
Z- 2475 BWTG-93V3 ELEVR 10AO -10tC901 1 ENVF7 PAGE74 79 
2473WT00.000QE AZLRON = 1000 =0.010 OV7 REFLO AE 7IN94)2 
____ 





















 ._ ._ _. . .. . ..­
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 .60
-5 0 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMOOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ELEVTR 10.000 	 REFS 12.6740 INZ 
REFL If.0380 IN 
6.050 BETA 0.000 
R=C0En O,0fQo AILRON - 10.000 REFB 1.4700 IN 
XMRP 6.2920 IN 
YMRF 0.000 IN 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0035
 DATA MIST. CODE *F 

S:-WT 247 BIW3T6-9V3 ELEVTR = 10 AILRON =-10 CPC9041) 21 NOV 70 PAGE 80
 











DATA 0 5 10 15 20 25 SO 35 40 4 so 55 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHBOL C0OFI6U9ATIO DESCRIFIoN FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RCgo,15 G DHWT 247 91W3T6-90V3 ELEVTR =-Z0 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 20.000 REFS 12.6740 [N2
 
(RCgOII) GDHWT 247 BIW3TI-90V3 ELEVTR :-20 AILRON = a RUDDER 0.000 AILRON U.oo REFL 10.0380 IN
 
(RC90ai 0 GDHWT Z47 S1W3 REFS 1.4700 IN
 
XNRP 6.2920 IN 
YMRp 0.0000 IN 



















-. 0foi08 OD___2t____EF .400 I 
- C H 5-'°'° 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 06.92 55 I 60 
-. 010 ANGLE OF ATTAC . ALPHA. DEGREES 0 :0 Do I
 
-'DATA SET SYMBOL CONFWURATIOH DESCRIPTION FARANETRTC "VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
RC9003v O DNWT 247 81W31$-90V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILBR = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTRI - 20.000 REFS 12.6740 JNZ 
0 S GD6HWTZ24T 51143T1-SDV3 ELEVTR z-20 AZERON = RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REFL 10.0320 IN 
-(,RC9P12} 0 0Dm "24k' Jw3 REED 1.4700 IN 
XNRF 6.2920 IN 
YMRP 0.,000o IN 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
#AH BOOSCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 82
 
HORIZONTAL TAIL SIZE EFFECTS STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL, ELEVATR =20 DEGREES
 














5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 s0
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCgOOI C GDMM 247 BIW3TS-90V3 ELEVTR '-20 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 20.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2 
* (RC9011) GDHWT 247 61W3TI-90V3 ELEVTR '-20 AILRON = a RUDDER 0-000 AItRON o REFL i1.0380 IN 
(RC9O12i 0 GbHw Z41 81W43 REFS 1.4700 INT 












-HORIZONTAL TAIL SIZE EFFECTS STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL, ELEVATR 20 DEGREES 

















-5 L---- 5 lo i 0 5 3 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 





0DHWT 247 B1W3T6-90V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON 
GDHWT Z47 8IW3TI-9VS ELEVTR =-20 AILRON 













REFS 12.6740 IN? 
REFL 10.0580 IN, 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XHRP 6.2920 IN 








HORIZONTAL TAIL SIZE EFFECTS STRAIGHT AFT WINGH-V TAIL, ELEVATR = 20 DEGREES
 
I I I I I II" 
-2.5 
-1.05 a 5 10 is 20 25 o 35 40 45 so 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SZ SYMBOL CO F[GURATIO DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRCg903) 0 *DHWT Z47 BlW3T6-90,V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 20.000 REFS 12.6740 INZ 
(RC90111 &!DHV!241 9tW3TJ-99V3 ELEVTR :-Zr AILRON = 0 .jpn R (1.009 AILRON O.G0g REFL 10.0380 IN 
(RC9012) a DHWT 247 BIW3 REFS 1.470C IN 
XMRF 6,Z920 IN 
THRF o.OOOD IN
 




 TAIL SIZE EFFECTS STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL, ELEVATR 20 DEGREES
 













.1I .6 .14 .1 .10 .08 .06 .0, .09 .ao -.az -.04 -. 06 -.08 -.10 -.12 
PITCH.NG MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION 	 FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:RCgoIz C GoHWT 247 B1W3 BETA 0.000 REFS 12.6740 NZ
 
,cc 1: GDHWT 247 BIW3T-9V3 . =-20 AILRON = 0 REFL 10.0380
ELEVTR 	 IN
 












HORIZONTAL TAIl. SIZE EFFECTS STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL, ELEVATR 20 DEGREES
 1, - -,r- 4 r-,- -vvi ,, -,-,----- -r-r--- - ,rn - - ,rr tJ ,lrr j-- -T 





0.9 ____ ____ 
0.8
 









-0. .a Z 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 






OOHWT 247 SIW3 
GDHWT 247 SIW3TI-90V3 O £DHWT Z47 82W3T6-90V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON ELCVt 4-20 AILRO' = = 0 0 









XMRP G.2920 IN' 
Y RP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP a.000 IN 
MACH 8.05D SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 87
 











.00 5 50 5 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO - PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
lRg9D031 C GOHWT 247 BW3TD-90V3 ELEVTR :-20 AILRON 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 20.000 REFS 12.6740 INZ 
(q;132 1 GDHWT 247 814W316-90V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = 0 RUDDER 0.000 AILRON o.0oo REFL 10.D380 IN 
REFB 1.4700 IN 
XMRF 6.2920 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.0000 IN 
MACH 8.050 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 88 
.AFT SHELF EFFECT STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAILELEVATOR =-20 DEG.,INTERMEDIATE NOSE
 


















JM l . . . . .-. .. O . . .0 69.-.-.. 
S 25 30 35 4 45 50 
ANGLE CR ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA .5ZT SYMBOL CONFIGUR T1@4O ESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUZS REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RC90051 C GOHWT 247 81W3TS-90V3 ELEVTR :-20 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 20.000 REPS 12.6740 INZ
 





























-- 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC9003I C GOmWT 247 BIW3T6-90V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = 0 OFTA 0.00 ELEVTR - 20.00 REFS 12.6740 IN2 
(RC9032: G$WT 247 814W3T6-90V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = 0 RUIOOR 0.000 AILRON 0.U00 REFL
REFB 10.0380 1.4700 
IN 
IN 
XNRF 6.2920 IN 
YNRF 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN 
MACH 8.050 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 90 
AFT SHELF EFFECT STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAILELEVATOR =-20 DEG., INTERMEDIATE NOSE
 




















-5 i s 2 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COJFI&URATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RCO903) C GDHWT 247 BW3T6-9BV3 ELEVTR -Z0 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 20.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2
 










MACH 9.150 SCALE 0.0035
 
PAGE 91 







-1.0 5 a 5 10 15 20 23 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(RCBPg3) 0 GDHWT Z47 B1W3TS-90V3 ELEVTR =-2 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 20.000 RES 12.6740 IN2
 


























- 0.6 ______ 
0.4 
.18 .16 .14 .12 .10 .08 .05 .04 .02 a -.02 -. 04 -.06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATIN DESCRIPTIN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCOOO3) C GONWI 247 B1W3TS-90V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 20,000 REFS 12.6740 IN2 
(RC9032) ODHWT 247 B14W3T6-90V3 ELEVTR e-20 AILRON = a RUODER 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFB 1.4700 IN 
XNRF 6.2920 IN 
YMRF .0000 IN 
ZMRP O.0o00 IN 








0. 3 	.... 01.2. 
-/
 
i 	 0.41.4700 IN 
03 P 4 
0.1 
















6 01 14 247BIW3 
TG90 y3ELEVTR =-20 
AILRON 
CR32'01114T247 








.000E UVTR- 0 






E PE 1 .4 
700 I N 
XHRP 6 292 
0 IN 




WAHM CP .0 
0SCALE 0.050I 
PAGE 4 





- S a 5 .0 1 20 25 300$ 40 45 50 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C0FIG"RAlION DESCRIFTION FARAFETRIC VALUES - REFERENCE INFORMATION 
fRC9055) GVHWT Z47 BIWZT6-9UV3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON 0 BETA 0.00U ELEVTR - 20.000 REFS 12.6740 IN? 
(R¢9006) GDHWT 247 BIWlT6 6DV3 ELEVTR =-20 AILROM = RUDDER 0.000 AILRON U.Doo REFL 10.03$a IN 
(RC10131 0 ODMWT 247 UIW57G-;QV5 ELEVT. z-20 -ILRON D REFS 1.4700 IN, 

























-.' 25 a , 10 i 2 D 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
 
ANGLE OF -ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL C FIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC47DS) C GOHg? 24? BIWZTS-90V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 20.000 REFS 12.6740 IN? 
(; 0 GoHWT SIYIT6-0V3 z-20 = 0L29 AILRON a.,o0 REFL 10.0360 IN6l~&' 247 ELEVTR AILRON 0 .000 (kc§oJ 0 GDHWT 241 SIW3T6-B9V3 ELEVTR =-0ZAILRON = 0 REFS 1.4700 IN 
XMRF 6.2920 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 




EFFECT OF WINe POSITIONt STRAIGHT WING, H-V TAIL, ELEVATOR -20 DEG.
 
_ _~~ 	 I Iloilo_. 1 1 
2.2 
2.0 















- 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFO;-.AfION
 
(RCOO.) GDHWT Z47 81W2T6-9V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.00a ELEVTR - 20.000 REFS 12.6740 INZ
 
InCo00S, GDnT 3d7 14ITD-S0V3 "ELEVTR --20 AILRON = 0 pUOEc 0.00 AILRON U.UDp REFL 10.0300 IN
 






























-- 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES, REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRC O35,J c GDHWT 247 BIWZTG-90V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = BET. 0.000 ELEVTR - 20.000 REFS 1.6740 IN2 -











AILRO = 0 RUDUER U.000 - AILRON D.g0 REFL REFO !0a0380 1.4700 ININ 
XHRF 6.2920 IN 
YMRP . 0000 IN 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 








____ ____ ____ ___ 
1 .5 	 _ _ _ _ _ 
0.5
 
-0.5~I 15___ 26___ 	 40___ 
5 i 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSOL CCNFIfGRATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC9005) C GOHWT 247 SIWZT6-90V3 ELEVTR '-20 &ILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 £LEVTR - 20.000 REFS 12.6740 INZ (RC9006) GDOWT 247 Bw1T5-9oV3 EtEVTR =-20 AILRON 0 RUDDER 0.000 AILRON O.OO REFL 10.0380 IN (RC903 0 GDHWT 247 BlW3T6-90V3 ELEVTR -2, AILRON =. 0 	 REFS 1.4700 IN 
XHRP 6.2920 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRP 0.0000 IN 
MACH 6.050 	 SCALE 0.0035
 
PAGE 99 











.16 .14 -. 12 .10 .08 .06 .X4 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC4o05 
tRCqordi, 
001HWT 247 SIWZT6-9UV3 
0 WT 247 SJi1gr-&0v3 
ELEVTR =-20 AILRON 
























ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
HACH 9.050 SCALE .0035 
PAGE 100
 








- 0.3 	 _________ 
0.2 
0.1 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
CRAG COEP ICIENT, Co 
DATA SET SYMOOL COFIURATION DESCRITI0 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE- INFORMATION 
(IRc005) 6 BIW2T6-90V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = G 6E7A 0.000 ELEVTR - 20.000 	 REFS 12.6140CONWT 247 IN?
 
fRC9001 OVHWT 247 BIw116-;5v3 EFVtI =-Z0 AIL,-N = 0 Ruut* o.ouO AILRON 0.000 REFL t0.0380 IN
 




YHRP 0.0000, IN 



















o5T- 0 1s 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION FARANETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IC9012) C: GODHWT 247 S14W3T6-99V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = r BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 20.000 REFS 12.6740 TN?
W














NOSE LENGTH EFFECTS STRAIGHT AFT WING H-V TAIL AFT SHELF ELEVATOR =-20.DEG.
 
.006 
_ __-.a_ I. 
-. 0021O 
. ..... 00. . . . . . . . . , , . . . , . .. 
-o025 




0 5 10 15 20 5 '30 33 40 
ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
C nFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
GORWIH241 SIAWSTO-90V3 ELEVTR z-20 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.0D0 ELEVTR -G014WT 247 BISIJSTO-90V3 ELEVWR =-2 AILRON = O RUDDER 0.DD0. AILRON 
0.050 
45 50 5 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
20.000 REVS 12.6740 1N2 
0.000 REFL 10.03$0 IN 
RE00 6,4700 IN 
XNRF 6.2920 INYHRP 0.0000 IN 
















-0.4 15 20 25 30 5 40 45 0 55 60
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
00MWT 814W3T6-90V3 :-20 AILRON 0 0.000 ­
hCkgo31J OODHWT247 I5W3T6-90V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = 0 RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REFL 10.380 IN
 
(RCO32) G 247 ELEVTR = BETA ELEVTR 20.00 REFS 12.6740 INZ 
* REFB 1.4700 IN 
XMRF 6.2920 IN 
YHRF 0.000 IN 
ZNRF 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0035MACH 8.050 

PAGE 104 















0 5 10 is 20 25 30 33 4D 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET 5YMBOL CONrI$URATION DESCIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RC#032) 
*RC9031I = 
6DHT 247 814W3T6-90V3 







































- 0.5 1_35 0s_ 
-0.5+ 
-O5 0 B, 10 15 20 25 30 35 4 5 5 5 6 
'ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA ST SYNSOL CO4FIGURATION DESCRIFTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIO 
CV.9WTDRC*03l1?7 R14W3T6-90V3 ELEVTR =-2O AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 20.000 REFS 12.6740 IN'247MDNWT BSSWJT6-90V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = 0 RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 0.00 REFL 10.0380 INREF13 1,4700 N 
XNRF 6.2920 IN 
YHRF 0.0000 1N 
ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
MACH 8.030 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 1O 
1.2 

















.0. . . . . . . . . . . , . ,- .... - -. . . 
.20 .16 .14 o1 .10 .08 .06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 "r06 -. -. 10 -. 12 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (RC90321 C GDHJT 247 84W3T6-90v3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = 0 ETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 20.000 REFS 12.6740 INZ





































_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ 
* . 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 1.2 1.4" 1.6 1.6 2.0 2.2 2.4 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(qCgCjOf C GD4tT 24- B!4W3T6-90V3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 
 ELEVTR - 20.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2
fRC301) 0 ELEVTR =-?f z 0 RUDDER 0.000 AILRON O.O0 REFL 10.0380 IN
60MWT 247 B15W3tS-90V3 AILROM 

REFB 1.4700 IN 
XMRP 6.2920 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZMRP 0.0000 IN 




MODEL BUILDUP DELTA WING CONFIGURATION
 












5 10o5 1 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 









&DHWF 247 S7iJSVIE7 
0014WT 247 87W5V3 
GDNWT 247 87W5V3 
GnWT 247 f7V3 




































ZNRF 0.0000 IN 
MACH 8.050 SCALE 0.0055 
PAGE 109
 








- 5 0 5 10 15 20 Z 30 35 40 
AN&E OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYN3OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
cRC402,; C ODHT Z47 S7WSV3E ELEVT' = 0 AILRON = 0 5 TA 0000 ELEVTRtRCOOZVJ C GDHWT 247 87WSV3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = O RUDDER 0.000 AILRON8RC9019) 0 GDHWT 247 87W5V3 ELEVTR = I AILRON 0 
?902S a . GtDHWT Z47 87V3 
CRC9Z6O . DHWT 247 97 
HACH 8.0, 
45 50 55 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a.000 REFS- 12.674B INZ 
0.00a REFL 1.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XMRF S.4000 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 IN 













 . . . .. 
.. 

. . . . . . . . . . . ... 
. . 
- 5 5 10 i 20 Z5 30 35 40 45 so 55 Go 
.ANGLE OF ATTACK,. ALOHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION0.R8CZ)C GDHWT 247 B7W5V3E7 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON 0 
 BETA O.GO ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2
 
IRCg0Z7; = GDmgT 247 BtWSV3 ELE -T3 = C A.LRGN 0 Rvu& f 0.000 AILRON 0,080 REFL 10.0380 IN 
'BC9019) 0 GDHWT ZA7 87W5V3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRO = 0 REFS 1.4100 IN 
fp¢gozsi A GDHWT 247 0705 XNRP 6.4000 IN 







PAE 1 i A
 










a____ 5 n s 20253 
_.__0__I 
3 0 5 0556 
I-90.3 0_____ 24 
__VLEI 0A___aRES 
0.0 H 8.050_ __._ _5 
-0.2 
__2 
-0.335 5 10 15 2 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL C tFIOURATI f OESCRIPTIG+ - PARAMETRIC VALUES 
( C 02SJ C GOHg? 247 BIWSV3ET ELEVTR 0 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 
(ACbOfl3 S 00)4WT 247 B7W5V3 arEVrR 0 AILROU RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 
(scbojo, 0 00)HW? 24? 9TW5V3 ELEVTR 0 AILRON = 0 
iRCO?5 t GDHWT 247 BT73 




45 50 55 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
0.000 REFS 12.6740 [$2 
0.000 REFL I0.03$0 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XNRP &.4000 IN 
YNRF 0.oooo IN 















0a 5 10 1 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (RC9028: GDHT 247 ?W5V3E' ELEVTP = ILRCN = g 6ETA 0,00n ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 12.6740 INZIRC902 ) 2 &0HWT Z47 97WSV3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REPL 
 10.0380 l
(8C90191 0 GDHWT Z47 07W5V3 ELEVTR = 0 A[LRON = 0 REF 1.4700 IN 
(RC902S) A GDHwT 247 S7V3 XNRF 6.4000 IN
IRC90261 0
LOHWT 247 B3 
 YNRF 0.0000 IN
 
1ZMRP 
 0.0000 IN 


















.16 .16 .14. .12 .10 .08 .06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 -. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 12 
PITC-4NG MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION VALUESPARA8ETRIC REFERENCE INFORMATION 
£RCB6Oe' =G 3.W53E7CHIT 247 ELEVTR = 0 AILRO*J 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.00 REFS 12.6740 INf 
(ncopz?, 2 GDHW 247 BIWSVJ ELEVTR = D A!LRON = O RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REFL 10.038a IN 
I6Cidlg1 0 GDHWT 247 57WSV3 ELEVTR 0O AILRON 0 REFB 1.4700 !N 
(RC9O25) A GDWT 247 B7V3 XMRP 6.4000 IN
 
iRC90261 GDHWT 247 B7 
 YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.000 IN 





MODEL BUI DUP DET A WING CONFIGURATION 













__. _ .. 
.. ..... . .---­zI 







0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.0 
DATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RC$0z2) C GDSWT 247 87W5V3E7 ELEVTR = 
-
0 
1.0 1.2 1.4 . 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
AILRON U 8EtA 0.000 ELEVTR 
1.8 
0.000 
2.0 2.2 2.4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 








GDHWT 247 B7W5V 
GDNWT 247 87W5V3 
GDHWT 247 87V3 




0 AILRON 0 












ZNRP 0.0000 IN 
MACH S.055 SCALE 0.0055 
PAGE 15 
MODEL BUILDUP DELTA WING CONFIGURATifLN
 
I I I 








5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC902Z 1 GDHT 247 87W5V3 ELEVTR =-60 AILRON = U BETA 0.000 ELEVTR - 60.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2
 
CRCqdIZ 60*4H4T 247 674V3 ELEYI& 44G AIRON = G RUODER 0.000 AILRON o.ob REFL :0.0380 IN
 (RCSOSEU 0 DHWT 247 87W5V3 ELEVTR -ZO AILRON 0 REFS 1.4700 IN
 
CBCOOZ) L GOHW? 247 BIWSV3 ELEVTR =-10 AILRON 0 XNRP 6.4000 IN
 
(8Cgo91) GO T 247 6715V3 = = YHRP 0.0000 IN0H0 ELEVTR 0 AILRON 0 
















._._ . ...._ 
- 5 0 5 0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO1FIOURATI ON DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCOZZ) C GDHWT 247 BTWSV3 ELEVTR =-60 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTa - 60.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2(RC9021) GDHWT 247 B7W3V3 ELEvk 4-45 AILRIN SUDDER .000 AILRON O.OO REFL 10.0380 IN(RCSOZO, 0 404WT Z47 alloEs CLEVTR =-Z0 AILRON = 0 REFS 1.4700 IN(SC90f9) A GDHWT 247 B7W5V3 ELEVTR =-10 AILRON 0 XNRF 6.4000 IN
(8C9009) . GDHWT 247 97W5Y3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON 0W V YNRF 0.0000 IN
IRC907) &DHWT 247 B7 5 3 ELEVTR = 5 AILRON 0 ZMRP 0.0000 IN 
NACH 8,050 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 117 
60 

















5 a 5 10 15 2-0 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 












6DHWT 247 B7W5V3 
GDHWT 247 6?W5V3 
GDH 247 BTWSV3 
0HWT 247 87WSV3 
GDHWT 247 97U5V3 
GDHWT 247 BW5V3 
ELEVTr =-60 AILRON = 
ELEVTR z-4S A--ECI 
ELEVTR =-20 AILRON 
ELEVTR =-19 AILRON 
ELEVTR = 0 AILRON 































MACH 6.050 SCALE 0.0035 
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- 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
fjC.22.-g9 
19C9621) Z 
acH 2147 25V3 

























GDHWT 247 87WSV3 
0DHWT Z47 B7WSV3 
ELEVTR =-ZO AILRON : 











HWT 247 BTSi3 

















MACH 0.050 SCALE 0.0035 
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I.I Is__ 25__ 3035 41 __ __ 4 5 5
 
-Z.51 G0W 511V =5 20 M 0 05 4R4 ELVT AL 45000 IN 6
 
.(RC9030) GDHWT 247 57WSV3 ELEVTR =- 5 AILRON : 0 RF a .4700, ,N 




NGDEL BUILDUF DELTA WING CONFIGURATION
 
"2.4 . . . . . . . . . . " . . . . . .. . . 




















.10 .16 .14 ..1a .10 .08 .06 .04 .2 .00 
 -.02 -. U4. -.06 -.06 -. 10 -. 12
 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IRCgD . 2D0;,T ELEVTR z-60 AILRON BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 60.000 REFS 12.6740 INZ
47 -TW5V3 0 ­iRC9Z ) &DHWT 247 87W5V3 ELEVTR :-40 AILRON 0 RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 0,00 REFL 10.0380 IN

CDHWT 247 87W$V3 '-20 1.4700 IN
(RC9030) 0 nLEVTR AILRON 0 REFB 

(BC9Dz95) A GDHT 247 87W5V3 ELEVTR =-10 AILRON u 
 XHRP 6.4000 IN
(COo19iJ . DWT 247 f7WSV3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON 0 YNRP 0.0000 IN
 
iRC9DIT .* DHNT 247 87WSV3 ELEVTR = 5 AILRON 0 ZNRP 0.0000 IN
 




MODEL BUILDUP DELTA WING CONFIGURATLJN
 















D.Z 0.4 136 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BDHWT 247 87WSV3 ELEVTR =-60 AILRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR -
GDHWT 247 S7W5V3 ELEVrg =-.6 AIIRCIN = 0 RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 
GDHWT 247 97W5V3 ELEVTR Z-20 ATLRON = 0 
ODHWT 247 BWSV3 ELEVTR =-10 AILRON = 0 
0DHWT Z47 S7W5"3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = 0 





2.0 2.2 2.4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 12.6740 Ina 
REFL 10.0380 IN, 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XHRP 6.4000 IN 
YHRF a.0000 IN 
7MRF 0.0000 in 
SCALE 0.0035 
PACE 122 








0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYN8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE- INFORMATION
 
(RCOZC; C; 004. 247 D75V3 
 ZLtVTP =-g0 AILRON = 0 8TA 0.000 ELEVTR - 20.100 REFS 12.6740 IN2toC9o 9, = &DrnT 247 B7W5V3 ELEVTR in0 4ILRON = 0 RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN
fRC9024J 0 G0HT Z47 97W5V3 ELEVTR =-10 AILRON = 10 REFB 1.4700 IN 
caC9019) A GDHWT 247 S7WSV3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = 0 XMRP 6.4000 IN 
YMRP 0.0000 INZMRF 0.0000 IN
 
C A L E  






ASYMMETR kL ELVEONEFFECTIVENES$. OELTA WING B7WSV3
 
.008 







"-.008 "-"___ ___.­ .____ .__ 
a 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE CF ATTACK, ALPHA. 'nRocS 
CAT!A ,AT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION- 'PARAMETRI-C VALUES 
CRC903a) .GDHWT 247 BIWSV3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRON r 1 SEfA 0.000. ELEVTR -
CSCI0O9 Z GHW1 247 BTWSV ELErT, =:10 AILR :;4 RUUER 0.00-3, AILRONIRC902o) 0 GDHW? 247 BIW5V3, ELEVT :-=19 AILRON 10 . (BCg~flJ P 4OHWT 247 BW3V3 ELEVTR 11 AILRON 1 0 
"AC. 8.050 
45 -50 55 
"REFERENCE INFORHA/IOyt 
20.000 REFS 12.6740 IN! 
oto REFL 10.0380 IN 
REFB 1.4700 IN 
XHRF '6.4000 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 - IN 
ZMRP .000OO IN 
SCALE .00 35 
PAGE 124 
so 
ASYMMETRICAL FLEVON EFFECTIVENESS DELTA WING B7W5V3
 















. . . . . , . . .
 . . . . . , , . . .. , . . . . . . ...  . . .
 
-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE Cc ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION (R9C30302Z GDnnT 247 375V13 ELEVTR =-20 rLTPON a QQQ0 - REFS IN2= BETA ELEVTR 0,00 12.6740(BC$029J = GDHWT 247 B0WsV3 ELEVTR =_10 AILRON = 0 RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REFL 10.0380 IN(RCSOZ4b 0 GDHWT 247 37W5V3 ELEVTR =-10 AILRON 1G= REFS 1.4700 IN
 
tC9so19 A GDHIT Z47 S7W4V3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = 0 XMRF 6.4000 IN 
YNRF - 0.0000 IN 
ZKRP 0.0000 IN 
ACH 8.030 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 125 
A(SYMMETRIC:AL ELEVN EFFECTIVENESS, ELTA WING B7W5V3 










.... 16. 36.I 
•-0.2 " ,___ 
-. ANGLE OF ATTACI5. ALPHA. DEGREES 
0A.A SET SYI4BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES "REFERENCE UNFORMATION 
(RQ-q30) GDMWT 247 B7WSYV , ELEVTR =-1O AILRN 0 BETA .000 £LEVTR - 20.RDE REFS 12.6740 INCSC2OG2 OCDHWT Z47 SWSVS ELEViR =-10 AILRON = 1 RUDDER 0.D00 AILRON &.ooo REFL 10.0350 IN (C9094) 0 GDHWT Z47 07WSV3 ELEVTR=-IG AILRON = 0 EFB 1.4700 INiscoiy, A Gonwj 2476B7W3VV ELEVTR r 0 AILRON: 0 "XMRF 6.4000 -IN 
XMRF 6.4990 -IN
 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZhRF 0.0000. IN 
MACH ,8.O5b SCALE 03.0035 
PAGE 126 
_ __ _ _ 











-5 a 51 10 .15 20 .25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60, 
ANGLE Ow ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET StMBOL. COFIGURATIO DESCRIFTION FARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATIONCRCgo3Q
-Z O3:UT 24" 97WSV5 ELEVTR Z-20 AILRON = 0 BETA INZn.000 ELEVTR - 20.000 REPS 12.6740 
= 0 RUDDER 0.600 AlLRO4 q.000 REP.(Zc9oz9) GD T 247 B7WSV3 ELEVTR =-10 AILRON




 DowNT Z47 87145V3 ELEVTR 0 AILRON = 0 IN XMRP 6.4000 IN 
YNRP 0.0000 IN 
ZNRF 0.0000 INMACNH 8.050 
-SCALE 0.0035. 
PAGE '127 











.20 .16 .14 .12 .10 .08 .06 .04 .02 .00 -. 02 -. 04 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
(RC9030) GDHWT 247 BZWSV3 ELEVTR =-20 AILRO = 0 SEIA OO0 ELEVTR - 20.000 
(BCSOZ9) Z GDHWT 247 STWSVS ELEYTA =-It; AILRCR = RUOER 0.000 AILRON O.0o0 
1RC4O2A1 0 0DHWT 247 BTWSV3 ELEVTR =-10 AILRON = 10 
(0C90191 t GHWT Z47 87W5V3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = 0 
MACH 8.050 
-. 06 -. 08 -. 10 -. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 12.6740 IH1 
REFL 10.0380REFP 1.4700 INI  
XRP 6.4000 IN 
YNRF 0.00o0 IN 




ASYMMETRICAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS DELTA WING B7W5V3 
I4' ,-1: r ---- r----r-----rr 
1.4 
1.2 










-0.4 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1.0 1. 1o4 1.6 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
DATA SETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FARAHET2iC VALUES 
tRC9030) 
-0 00HUT 247 87W5V3 ELEVTR =-Z0 AILRON = 0 BE rA 0.000 ELEVTR -(SC9029) E: ODHWT 247 BWSV3 FLEY?9 =-I' AIL90h = C RUDDER .C002 'AILRONfRC:OZ4 ; 0 GDmwT Z47 BTSl5 ELEVTR =-10 AILRON = 10(SC 019) A GDHWT 247 07WSV3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = 0 




2.0 2.2 2.4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 12.6740 INZ 
EFL 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XMRF 6 400D IN 
Y.RP 0.0000 IN 
Z0RP 0.0000 IN 
SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 129 


















-5 l a is 20, 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 Go 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALOHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIQN 
(Ggogv?
tNCS QH C 'nEWT?47 81W3T6-9UV3 GODHT 247 BIW3T6-90V3 ELEVTR ELEVIk = = 0 20 AILRON = 0 AILRQN =-10 BETA RUDDER 0.0o 0.000 ELEVTR AILRON 0.000 0.0D REFS REFL 12.6740 10.0381 I IN' 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XNRP 6.2920 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN 
ZHRF 0.0000 IN 
nACH 8.050 SCALE 0.O035 
PAGE iao 
LATERAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS DELTA WING B7WSV3
 






















-Ol 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE CF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC-VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1NC9vv2) C GDHWT 247 BIW3T6-9rV3 ELEVTR = 0 AILROe = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 12.6740 INZ 
(NC9041, Z ODHWT 247 Bzw3T6-03 ELE Vr = 1 0 .L.. -! RUbEk 0.000 AILRON 0.000 REV! 10.0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XNRF 6.2920 IN 
Y$RPZMRF 0.,0000D0.0000 ININ 
HACH 8.050 SCALE 0.0035 
PAGE 131 














5 0 3 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
(NC9OQi C GD"VT ?A7 BIW3T-9DV3 ELEVTR = O-AILR4 = U BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2
 
(NC904*1) = GDHWT 247 BIW3T6-90V3 ELEV)R = 10 AILLO -1 'RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 0.0, REFL 10.0380 IN
 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XNRP 6.2920 INYHRF 0.0000 IN 























5 15 2B 25 3530 40 45 s0 55 60 
ANGLE OP ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL COMFI&URAYIO DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (tC9002= C c0- T ?4 ew36-9V rLEVTR = 0 AIRON = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2
(HC9039) GDHWT 247; 91wSs-goq3 














LATERAL ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS DELTA WjNG BnWrV3 
x 









R- F3S .70 I 
S-.045 
-. 055 M __CE 0 
- 0 5 20 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
VATA S SyMBOL CO nI&URATION OESCRTPT1ON PARAHETRIC VALUES 
CNgp2SDGHWI 247 61W376-90V3 ELCVTR U AJILRQII I) BEla 6.,12 ELEVTR 







REFs 12,6740 IN2 
R£rL iO.O39C IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XHRP 6.2920 IN 


















MAC-H 0 3 10 1530 	 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE CF 	A,,ACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
C A T Sfl 11OL! CONFIGURATioH DESCRIFTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(NC9OOZ' C CONWT 247 61W316- 13V3 Et.EV'T 0 AILRON 13 0.1300,OGELEVTR 13.031 REPS 12.6740 1N2(NC9039, GCHWT 247 SIWJTGtS30V3 ELEVTR = 1 AILRON =10 RUDDER 3.O00 ARLRON 0.0 REF!. 10.0380 1N 










LATERAL LEV01 EFFECTIVENESS DELTA. ING B7W5V3 














-o 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFONATIdN
 
(NCOOOZ) f GDHWT 247 8IW3T6-90V3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRCN = 0 BETA 0.000 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 12.6740 IN2
 









































.020 5 a IS 15 20 25 30 35 40 4S 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 





GDHWT 247 BIW3T6-90V3 
aDHWT 247 BIW3TG-90V3 
ELFVTR Z 0 AILRON 



















REFS 1.4700 IN 
XNRF 6.2920 IN 









-LATERAL ELEVON EPFECTIVENESS DELVATW;NGTB7WSV3 










- 5 0 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAHETRIC VALUES 
(N"CO Z C GDHWT Z47 BIW3TS-9gV3 ELEYI = U AILRON . C BETA 0.59 ELEVTR 
INC0033) C ODHWT 247 BIW3T0-90V3 ELEVTR =-19 AILRON = 10 RUDDER 0.000 AILRON 
NACH 0.150 
45 50 55 
REFERENCE INFO&HATION 
D.003 REFS 12.G740 IN2 
0.000 REFL 10,0380 IN 
REFS 1.4700 IN 
XMRP 6.29z0 IN 
YMRP 0.00 IN 



















_ _ _ _ 
DATA SET 
cH C9 019)(NC90Z4 
SYNSOL 
2 
ANGLE 0- ATTACK. 
COMFTOURATION DESCRIPTION 








REFS 12.6740 1NZ 






















X<f -. 010[o 
I- .05F,__ 	 ___ ,__ 
--. 035___ 
Z 
Z -. 040 
__4 	 4s 
-.05P 	 ANL A C A 
-. 055 __ __ __ __ __I 	 __ 
-. 060 
-. o S to as tO as 30 35 40 45 	 50 55 60 
ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET ZY G. CONFIGSURAT I ON 0$SCRJPTTON 	 PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(NC901 0 GDHWT 247 87W5V3 ELEVTR = 0 AILRON = BETAS 0,000 ELEVTR 0.000 	 REFS 12.6740 IN2 








ZMRP 0.0OO IN 
MAC" 9.55 SCALE 0.0035 
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-0 	 5 o 15 20 2 30 35 40 45 50 55 so 
ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DECREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO FIDURATION DEqCRIFTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-NC9019) 247 BWV_ ELEVTR __HT AILRON = BTA .. 06 ELEVTR 0.000 REFS 12.6740
= IN2
 
(N -9.0 ) GDHW T ?7 EL . = -. O A LR O 1 .U R FL 10 .03 8 D IN
 




XMRPYHRP aoscou 	 IN
 
ZHRP -. 0020 IN 





NASA. MIOUO 4SSUBLY FACILITY- 97O
NE. ORLEA LOUISVANAlo 
